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Abstract: “Laser Cutting of weldox-700 materials is popular processes in manufacturing industries This research paper for primary
study for evaluate the effect of the processing parameters (Laser Power, gas pressure, pulse frequency and Cutting speed) under the
quality of the cut for weldox-700 materials. Then the experiment was done by 6mm thick weldox-700 material plates. In this
experiment focused on establish relation of different parameters on Cutting quality, which is decided by the Surface Roughness and
Kerf Width.

experience for similar materials, oxygen and nitrogen are
the most recommended gases for the experimentation [4].
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Most of the tests were performed using argon as assist
gas except from the test performed to investigate the
influence of the gas nature. In order to compare the
results, the experiments were performed on
unidirectional straight line Cutting. On the other hand,
the experiments conducted in pulsed mode were
performed by means of one-factor-at-a-time experiments
in a first stage. The ranges of Cutting parameters are
summarized in Table 2 Furthermore; a full factorial
design (FFD) approach was also performed to efficiently
screen out the key variables significantly affecting on the
response variables.
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1. INTRODUCTION :
Laser Cutting machine definition describes itself “Laser
machine is a device which is used to generate & amplifies
light. Laser stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. Laser machine is an electrical-optical
device that produces coherent radiation. Simply put, a Laser is
a device that creates and amplifies a narrow, intense beam of
coherent light” [1].In the industries the high accuracy of
Cutting, higher production rate, good Cutting quality this all
thing proves that co2 Laser machine is good choice for
industrial application. There are many parameters are affected
like Laser Power, Cutting speed, gas pressure, pulse
frequency, thickness of material plates, focus length then after
measure Surface Roughness and Kerf Widths References[2]
give detailed descriptions of the Laser machine and the
mechanism of Laser Cutting of materials an Fig. 1shows
Schematic illustration for the process of co2 Laser Cutting of
metals. In this research paper Cutting of hardest material
Weldox-700 is selected which is used in earth moving
machine parts. Weldox-700 has hardness of 700 HBW; it has
also very good weld ability and good hardness. So it is used in
dumper bodies, mining equipment, water tanks, concreter
crusher and over head cranes [3].

Figure 1: Schematic illustration for the process of CO2 Laser
Cutting of metals
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND
OPERATION PARAMETERS :
2.1 Material :

0.20

Si

Mn

0.60

1.60

P

S

0.020

0.010

Mo

Cu

0.70

0.30

Table 1: chemical composition of weldox-700

2.2

Taguchi method based experiment :
These experiments were performed with a 3.2 kW
CO2,To prevent the instability and damage caused by
back reflections, the cavity is isolated by using a beam
bender mirror with a multilayer coating that absorbs the
back reflected Laser beam. The Laser beam was focused
using a 127mm focal length lens except for the tests
conducted to detect the influence of this parameter. In
CW mode, when the Laser source delivers a constant
Power, the experiments were performed varying one
factor at a time. The ranges of Cutting parameter are
summarized in Table 2. A commercial Cutting head
incorporating a conical converging coaxial nozzle with a
1.5 mm exit diameter was employed to supply the assist
gas in a coaxial manner with the Laser beam. In the tests
conducted to reveal the influence of the nozzle exit on
the quality of the cuts, nozzles with an exit diameter of
1.5 mm were also used. The distance from the lower part
of the nozzle to the plate was fixed at 1.5mm except for
the tests conducted to reveal the influence of this
parameter. Compressed air, nitrogen and oxygen at
various pressures were used as assist gases. Based on
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Level
2
1200
0.4
400

Level
3
1300
0.5
500

Table 2: control factor & theirs level used in experiment

2.3

Surface Roughness Measurement :
The Surface Roughness for all trial runs is measured with
Profilometer named as sj-201P. After the measuring
number of samples through Surface Roughness tester (SJ
-201P) In which we have measured L1, L2, L3 sample
lengths and considered their average value in terms of
length in mm. in figure we have described measuring
Surface Roughness of the sample and in table shown
results of Surface Roughness test according to
experiment.

The base material used in this study was weldox-700 sheet 6
mm thick, whose chemical composition listed in Table 1. This
weldox-700[3].
C

Level
1
1100
0.3
300

Specification of Mitutoyo surface tester
SJ-201P[5] :
2.4



Measurement range : 350μm



Tip radius : 5μm



Measuring force : 4mN(Mega Newton)



Radius of skid curvature : 40mm



Detector drive range: 21mm



Traversing speed:1) Measurement: 0.25
to 0.5 mm/s
2) Return: 0.8 mm/s



AC Power supply 100V, 120V, 230V

Table 3: Specification of surface tester SJ-201P
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Table 4: Lay out using L27
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Trail
No

Power(Watt)

Pressure
(bar)
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Cutting
Speed
(mm/min)

Pulse
frequency
(Hz)

Roughness
(micron)

1

1100

0.3

300

15

2.03

2

1100

0.3

400

20

1.09

3

1100

0.3

500

25

1.96

4

1100

0.4

300

20

2.73

5

1100

0.4

400

25

1.75

6

1100

0.4

500

15

2.88

7

1100

0.5

300

25

3.38

8

1100

0.5

400

15

2.96

9

1100

0.5

500

20

3.69

10

1200

0.3

300

20

1.82

11

1200

0.3

400

25

2.51

12

1200

0.3

500

15

2.68

13

1200

0.4

300

25

2.59

14

1200

0.4

400

15

2.72

15

1200

0.4

500

20

3.04

16

1200

0.5

300

15

2.48

17

1200

0.5

400

20

3.08

18

1200

0.5

500

25

3.46

19

1300

0.3

300

25

2.38

20

1300

0.3

400

15

2.14

21

1300

0.3

500

20

1.93

22

1300

0.4

300

15

2.47

23

1300

0.4

400

20

2.57

24

1300

0.4

500

25

3.25

25

1300

0.5

300

20

2.65

26

1300

0.5

400

25

3.98

27

1300

0.5

500

15

3.59

2.5

Kerf Width Measurement :

The Kerf Width measurement was done by equipment using
by digital camera and image tool programs. In which first
digital camera was used to take the photographs of top bottom
cut kerf of test piece, after that the photographs were
transmitted in computer then after uploaded in image tool
software for used to measure length along kerf gap[6].

Figure 2: Surface Roughness Testing

Figure 5: Kerf Width Analysis for plate no1 cut no7 by Image
tool 3.0

Figure 3: Avg of Surface Roughness of plate 1 and sub part 2

Figure 6: Kerf Width Analysis for plate no3 cut no9 by Image
tool 3.0

Figure 4: Avg of Surface Roughness of plate 3 and sub part 1

Table 5: Results of Surface Roughness obtained by
experiment
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Table 6: Results of Kerf Width obtained by experiment
Trail
No

Power(Watt)

Pressure
(bar)

Cutting
Speed
(mm/min)

Pulse
frequency
(Hz)

Kerfs
Width
(mm)

1

1100

0.3

300

15

0.40

2

1100

0.3

400

20

0.22

3

1100

0.3

500

25

0.28

4

1100

0.4

300

20

0.19

5

1100

0.4

400

25

0.87

6

1100

0.4

500

15

0.33

7

1100

0.5

300

25

0.16

8

1100

0.5

400

15

1.89

9

1100

0.5

500

20

0.37

10

1200

0.3

300

20

0.82

11

1200

0.3

400

25

0.56

12

1200

0.3

500

15

0.93

13

1200

0.4

300

25

0.54

14

1200

0.4

400

15

0.78

15

1200

0.4

500

20

0.48

16

1200

0.5

300

15

0.90

17

1200

0.5

400

20

1.29

18

1200

0.5

500

25

0.37

19

1300

0.3

300

25

1.13

20

1300

0.3

400

15

0.51

21

1300

0.3

500

20

1.86

22

1300

0.4

300

15

1.29

23

1300

0.4

400

20

0.49

24

1300

0.4

500

25

2.28

25

1300

0.5

300

20

1.47

26

1300

0.5

400

25

1.26

27

1300

0.5

500

15

2.48
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION :
3.1

Discussion about Surface Roughness:
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When the Laser Power is minimum like 1100watt, Cutting
speed is medium and the gas pressure is medium we get best
Surface Roughness like 1.09micron.

[7] Gould, R. Gordon (1959). "The LASER, Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation". In
Franken, P.A. and Sands, R.H. (Eds.). The Ann Arbor
Conference on Optical Pumping, the University of
Michigan, 15 June through 18 June 1959.
p. 128.OCLC 02460155.
[8] Chu,
Steven; Townes,
Charles (2003).
"Arthur
Schawlow". In Edward P. Lazar (ed.),.Biographical
Memoirs. vol. 83. National Academy of Sciences.
p. 202. ISBN 0-309-08699-X
[9] Nolen,jim;Derek verno.”The carbon Dioxide Laser”.
Davidson Physics. Retried17 Aug 2014

But when the Laser Power and Cutting speed are increased we
get rough Surface Roughness and we seen it in 1200watt
Cutting speed and 1300watt Laser Power graphs, and when
the Laser Power is maximum like 1300watt get maximum

Surface Roughness up to 3.98micron.
Figure 12: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Kerf Width with Laser

Figure 7: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Roughness with Laser
Power1100watt

Sr.
No

Laser
Power
(watt)

Pressure
(bar)

Cutting
Speed
(mm/min)

Pulse
frequency
(Hz)

Surface
Roughness
(micron)

1

1100

0.3

400

20

1.09

2

1300

0.5

400

25

3.98

[10] https://www.idc
online.com/technical_references/pdfs/mechanical_engine
ering/Parametric%20investigation
[11] Achievements in Materials and manufacturing
Engineering 54/1 (2012) 128-134

Power1300watt

3.4

Conclusion of Kerf Width :

[12] Jia Deli, You Bo (2010) - "An intelligent control strategy
for plasma arc Cutting technology" Harbin University of
Science and Technology, Harbin 150080, China

After studied the performance the of CO2 Laser Cutting of
weldox- 700 for 6mm thickness with oxygen assistant gas cut
by CO2 Laser Cutting machine made by Trumpf Laser
Technology. After the experiment the cut quality was defined
by focusing on Surface Roughness

[13] Jiayou Wang &Zhengyu Zhu &Conghui He &Feng Yang
(2010) - "Effect of dual swirling plasma arc Cutting
parameters on kerf characteristics" Int J Mater Form
(2011) 4:39–43
[14] http://www.revtn.ro/pdf4-Radovanovic

In which when the Laser Power is Minimum like 1100watt
and the Cutting speed is minimum 300 and gas pressure is
medium 0.5 we get Minimum Kerf Width like 0.16mm.

3.3

Discussion about Kerf Width:

[15] https://www.idc
online.com/technical_references/pdfs/mechanical_engine
ering/Parametric%20investigation.pdf
[16] http://www.tribology.fink.rs/journals/2012/2012-4/7.pdf

When the speed and Power are increased the Kerf Width is
increased. When the Power is highest 1300watt and Cutting
speed is highest 500 Kerf Widths is increased up to 2.48mm.

[17] http://www.ijsea.com/archive/volume2/issue6/IJSEA020
61003.html
[18] http://www.ijetae.com/files/Volume3Issue4/IJETAE_041
3_35.pdf

Figure 8: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Roughness with Laser
Power1200watt

Figure 10: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Kerf Width with Laser

Sr.
No

Laser
Power
(watt)

Pressure
(bar)

Cutting
Speed
(mm/min)

Pulse
frequency
(Hz)

Kerf
Width
(mm)

1

1100

0.5

300

25

0.16

2

1300

0.5

500

15

2.48

Power1100watt
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Minutolo, ―Laser Cutting of different polymeric plastics

Figure 9: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Roughness with Laser
Power1300watt

3.2

4. References:

Conclusion of Surface Roughness:

After studied the performance the of CO2 Laser Cutting of
weldox- 700 for 6mm thickness with oxygen assistant gas cut
by CO2 Laser Cutting machine made by Trumpf Laser
Technology. After the experiment the cut quality was defined
by focusing on Surface Roughness.
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Figure 11: Graph of Cutting speed Vs Kerf Width with Laser
Power1200watt
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Abstract: Speech is an expression of thoughts which is performed by interacting with people. As every technique in this world it has
its own drawbacks, which includes inability to understand the sound or perceive it either from listener end or disruptive atypical
speech generation at the speaker end.
In life we encounter number of people who are mentally unstable. In addition to the issues faced in performing basic work like
confident walking public behavior and presentation, they may also suffer heavily with the speech stigma. While they speak they often
sound like noise and are not understandable. Mental retardation is a relative term. Its meaning depends on the requisites of a society. A
society of well grown and groomed people demands presence of intelligence and intellectualism, they search for person’s social
behavior to decide if a person is mentally impaired or not. This study is an attempt to find the differences and observe the pattern of
pitch variation in 2 main categories of Mental retardation i.e. Mild mental retardation and moderate mental retardation.
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[33] http://www.rp-photonics.com/fiber_Lasers.html
[34] http://www.rpphotonics.com/semiconductor_Lasers.html
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Keywords: speech; mental retardation; spectrum analysis; pitch variation;

[37] http://www2.isye.gatech.edu/~roshan/publications/Taguc
hi.pdf

1. INTRODUCTION

[38] http://www2.kuas.edu.tw/prof/shihtao/qms/Powerpoint/f
oster%20text/Ch07S-new.ppt

For years there has been a setback in the field of Speech
processing. There have been very few concerned researches
going on to analyze and betterment of speech produced by
mental patient. Researches are now more focused on to
understand the root cause and brain damage which causes
Speech impairment along with mental illness.
Our day to day routine, our work life, personal expressions
and gratitude, needs and necessities all revolves around how
we communicate it to others, and the answer lies as through
interactions and speech. This requirement has made Speech as
most powerful tool human have to influence and share their
plans for any task.
Discussing a bit about speech production, it is created by the
vibes which are created by collision of air pushed from lungs
to the glottal muscles situated in our glottis or say mouth
through the vocal cord.
Here we will not discuss about people who may have injured
glottis or vocal cords but those people in the society which we
come across who are not able to communicate efficiently due
to multiple mental reasons which affects their lives. Major
reasons include incapability to form a meaningful sentence or
providing intone to words with special meaning, issues with
speaking in an understandable format and accent or crooked
pitch produced by them. In general if we talk about a normal
growing person without mental illness, for adults, average
pitch fluctuates through 85 Hz – 155 Hz (male) and 165 Hz –
255 Hz (female).[1] Likewise, pitch for child remains till 500
Hz.
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2. MILD AND MODERATE MENTAL
RETARDATION
Determining the percentage or measures of a person’s
retardation is not possible, as it varies with all the physical,
mental, social, emotional and natural conditions. For instance,
a person might be understandable to someone which would
present him less retard however the same person may not be
understandable to other person, so he will be considered
highly retard by the other person. Surveys have given an
estimate that 85 % of mental [2] patients are least severely
retarded, or can be categorized into mild group. Carving and
understanding the facts and truth of the mentally impairment
people, it is found that population categorized under mild MR
have an IQ scores amid fifty to seventy-five. They can live
with self-sufficiency and independently, with the support
provided by community.
Whereas the remaining 10% of population [3] which is
suffering an ailment of severe mental problem is categorized
as moderately retarded. They are usually suspected to obtain
an IQ score which may be in middle of thirty five – fifty five.
Possibly they are often found to be able to carry out only
selfcare tasks with moderate supervision.

They typically acquire communication skills in childhood and
they are able to live and perform daily routine tasks with
totally supervised environment such as group home to stay in
league with community. A moderately retarded person finds it
more difficult to explain his thoughts than a Mild retarded
person.
It becomes difficult for a mentally impaired person to
maintain good rate of speech and ends up with [4] a slow rate
odd articulation of sentences spoken. Prosodic features in
their speech tends to be monotonous. The major obstruction in
their expressiveness is the inability to learn remember and
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determine apt and specific words to present a meaningful
thought, which also results into syntactical mistakes as well.
This discussion is in precedence to the various types and
classifications of speech disorders which a person (typically
developing or mentally retarded person may have.
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3. CAUSE

5. RESULTS
5.1 Spectrum and Pitch Analysis

Low IQ scores and limitations in adaptive skills are hallmarks
of mental retardation. Aggression, which sometimes leads
them to hurt themselves and also such mood disorders are
sometimes associated with the disability. The severity of the
symptoms and the age at which they first appear depends on
the cause of disorder of impairment. MR Children at mild
levels reach to the developmental marks suggestively delayed.
If the root of impairment is [8] chromosomal or other genetic
disorders, it is often apparent from infancy.
Injuries and illness from childhood are prime reasons why one
may suddenly acquire speech disorder. Once easy the skills of
learning
and
adapting
suddenly
becomes
challenging or impossible to master. Mental retardation causes
remain unknown and mystery in around 35% cases.
The slums and poverty stricken population of children is most
affected with the mental illness. As it is hard for them to find
healthy living conditions and support from society, moreover
malnutrition and lack of medical attention they are totally
ignored with any symptoms or taken care if they develop
retardation.

Figure 1. Mental age growth curves corresponding to normal
intelligence & to the 4 levels of retardation

From ages it has been misinterpreted that Mental Retardation
is same as Autism. [5] There is huge amount of dissimilarity
between both of them. The sufferers of mental impedance,
dearth the ability to perform routine tasks. Their intellectual,
intelligence and behavioral capabilities are below the
standards to live an independent life.
Autistic people are fully capable of performing all tasks and
live an independent lifestyle however they pose problem in
speaking.
Other than the disorders developed from childhood we may
come across with another phenomenon i.e. Aphasia. In this,
once the language is developed, [6] person may still fall into
loss of language disorder. Predominantly adults are majorly
sufferers of this language disorder. Aphasia may develop
brusquely to anyone without prior disorders. Strokes are one
of the key reason for Aphasia disease. Aphasia can be
categorized as fluent and non-fluent.
The first Category of Fluent Aphasia speakers would not
wobble or speak indifferently but they unknowingly face
problems of low speech content and meaningless sentences.
They are mostly unable to repeat the words and follow visual
cues.
The non-fluent category of Aphasia is of higher concerns. I
relates to a person’s ability to utter words. One takes many
pauses [7] and lots of time to utter words. Though their
comprehension is surprisingly good but their omission of
words makes it really hard to understand.
To reach to the depth of this knowledge area, and searching
for new aspects with high precision, accuracy and sensitivity,
multiple activities are performed like conducting discussions,
research and experimenting and analytic groups are formed.
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(A)

Figure 4. Pitch variation in adults suffering from moderate MR

5.2.3.

(B)

Speakers were enlisted from a mental retardation school
located in Rohtak. A total of 12 samples were recorded. 6
sample each of Mild MR and Moderate MR. We had taken all
the necessary permissions from school and parents of the
children and the session was conducted in the supervision of
their parents and people taking care of them.
Table 1. Database of MR speakers
Group name

No of samples

Mild MR

6

Moderate MR

6

Total samples

12

Figure2. Spectrum analysis of MR speakers (A) mild MR (B)
moderate MR

The Pitch of mild MR person is comparably adjacent to those
who are not having any impairment during the person’s
development. On the other hand the Pitch of moderate MR is
very high in comparison to Mild MR.

5.2 Pitch variation
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Figure 5. Comparison between Mild &Moderate MR (series1: mild
MR, series 2: moderate MR)

Values of pitch of all MR participants have been calculated
using tool Praat. There is pattern observed in Mild and
Moderate MR.

5.2.1.

Table 2. : Mean pitch of adults for both groups

Mild MR

In mild MR the pitch of speaker is ranging from 120-180
approximately

Group

Average pitch (Hz)

Mild MR

158.4

Moderate MR

237.9

Results reveal that there is major difference mean pitch of
mild MR and moderate MR .Mean pitch of Mild MR is low
that that of moderate MR

4.2 Procedure
A meditation room with silent and minimal noise was
arranged for the purpose of best recordings. Preferably fans
and air conditioners were also switched off. Sony Professional
recorder was used to record speech samples at 16 bit PCM
and 44 kHz sampling rate. We found many people suffering
from different categories of MR: mild MR, moderate MR,
severe MR, and profound MR. But we have in-cooperated
mild and moderate MR people to participate in the
experiment.

Comparison between Mild and Moderate MR

Above figure shows the comparison of pitch rate for both the
groups of Mild and Moderate mentally retarded Adults. We
found that the pitch of adults with Moderate MR is higher
than that of Mild MR

Comparative study has been performed to observe the pitch
variation in Moderate mentally retarded group and Mild
mentally retarded group. Aim is to compare possible
differences between them.

4.1 Participants

Moderate MR

In moderate MR the pitch variation is seen from 210 -270
approximately which is quite in comparison with mild MR.

We have analyzed all the samples to calculate the pitch of
audios. Figure2 displays the spectrum analysis of mild and
moderate MR speakers. In part (A) if we look at the waveform
of Mild MR there is fluency of speaking words. Whereas in
part (B) the waveform is quite different, there is a lot of
pauses between the words also the speaker is taking time in
speaking them.

4. EXPERIMENT

There variety of methods and tools for speech processing for
the estimation of pitch and analyzing the spectrum. We have
conducted our research using PRAAT tool and analyzed
speech of each and every sample using the same tool. The
samples were converted to Mono file for better results.

5.2.2.

6.

Figure 3. Pitch variation in adults suffering from mild MR
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TREATMENT AND PREVENTION

Musical therapies, extracurricular activities and social
programs can help a lot in [9] treating people suffering from
neurological-disorders.
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The level of training depends on the degree of retardation.
Mild MR can often acquire the skills needed to live
independently.Moderate to profoundlyretarded individuals us
ually require supervised community living.
Family support is very important in curing and helping mental
retardation. A warm, supportive and homely environment is
essential to help them.

7.

FUTURE WORK

In Future the Speech of persons suffering from neurological
disorder must be focused with nature of pitch variation and
real cause behind the disorder. On the basis of pitch values we
have attempted to present speech analysis and pitch variation
but other than that fields regarding, intonation, time duration
and rate of speech are key areas which still needs great focus.

8.
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Abstract: There are many cutting process available in the market. But, the plasma arc cutting process is one of the most effective
process for the cutting of the material. In this research paper, study about the effect of selected plasma cutting parameters such as air
pressure, current flow rate, cutting speed and arc gap etc. used and cutting of EN8 (AISI 1040) material. The experiment was done on
the 8mm thick plate. In this experiment, the main focus on select the best parameter combination for cutting using material removal
rate (MRR), surface roughness (SR) and kerf width (KW).
Keywords: EN8 (AISI 1040), Air pressure, Cutting speed, Arc gap, MRR, SR, KW, Taguchi design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plasma is bright radiating light energy and hot radiating
thermal energy. Plasma is treated as the 4th aggregate state of
mater. Some examples of plasma are stars, static electricity,
lightning, neon lights, fluorescent bulbs and plasma
televisions. Plasma arc cutting is a thermal non-traditional
cutting process. Plasma arc cutting process operates on direct
current, straight polarity having electrode negative with a
constricted transferred arc as shown in Figure 1. [1]

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND
PARAMETERS
2.1 Material:
In this study, the EN8 (AISI 1040) medium strength steel of
8mm thick material selected whose chemical composition
listed in table 1.
Fe

C

Mn

Si

S

P

94.3096.50

0.360.44

0.601.00

0.100.40

>0.050

>0.050

Table 1: Chemical composition of EN8 (AISI 1040)

2.2 Taguchi method based experiments:

[8] Birgitta Winnepenninckx, Liesbeth Rooms and R. Frank
Kooy, " MENTAL RETARDATION:A REVIEW OF
THE GENETIC CAUSES” The British Journal of
Developmental Disabilities, Vol. 49, Part 1, JANUARY
2003

These experiments were performed with a 35 N/cm2 (3.5 bar)
of cutting gas pressure, to remove the instability and damage
created by the high pressure of the cutting. In this research,
the specified selected parameter were used with specified
range of cutting process. Table 2 which shows the selected
parameter for the cutting process of EN8 material. In this
process, the list of fixed parameter shown in Table 3. The full
factorial method was used to generate the L16 array and best
combination of cutting parameter affecting on the response
parameter. The L16 orthogonal array table created using
taguchi full factorial method shown in table 4. [5] [6]

[9] “Speech Disorders – Children”, The New York Times,
May 2015.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of plasma arc cutting process
In industries. Plasma arc cutting process is most preferable for
better accuracy of cutting, high production rate and good
quality of cutting. There are many parameters affected on the
cutting process of any material such as Air pressure, cutting
pressure, selection of primary and secondary cutting gas,
current flow rate, cutting speed and arc gap etc. in this
research, using these plasma parameter measure the material
removal rate (MRR), surface roughness (SR) and kerf width
(KW). Reference [1] gives the detail information about
plasma cutting process of material an Fig. 1 shows schematic
diagram of plasma cutting process. In this research, medium
strength steel EN8 (AISI 1040) selected which is suitable for
shafts, stressed pins, studs, keys, general purpose axles and
gears etc. [2]
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Parameter

Sign

Level
1

Air
Pressure
(N/cm2)

A

30

Current
flow rate
(Amp.)

B

50

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

40

45

55

70

90
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Measurement:- 0.25mm/sec,
0.5mm/sec

Traversing speed

Return:- 0.8mm/sec
Bottom configuration

V way

AC power supply

100V, 120V, 230V

Table 4: Specification of surface tester SJ-201P
C

550

650

750

850

Arc gap
(mm)

D

3

4

5

5.5

2.6 Kerf Width (KW):
The kerf width of the cutting pieces was measured using the
vernier caliper. Fig. 3 and 4 shows the measuring process of
kerf width.

Table 2: Input parameter for cutting process
Exp. No

Air
pressure
(N/cm2)

Current
flow rate
(A)

Cutting
speed
(mm/min)

Arc gap
(mm)

Fixed parameter

Set value

Material

EN8 (AISI 1040)

1

30

50

550

3

Cutting pressure

35N/cm2 (3.5 bar)

2

30

70

650

4

Cutting gas

O2

3

30

90

750

5

Shielding gas

Air

4

30

110

850

5.5

Table 3: Fixed parameter for cutting process

5

40

50

650

5

2.3 Material Removal Rate (MRR):

6

40

70

550

5.5

The material removal rate, MRR, can be defined as the
volume of material removed divided by the machining time.
Material Removal Rate (MRR) is defined by:

7

40

90

850

3

8

40

110

750

4

9

45

50

750

5.5

Where,

10

45

70

850

5

WRW: Work piece Removal Weight (gm)

11

45

90

550

4

T: cutting time (min)

12

45

110

650

3

2.4 Surface Roughness measurement:

13

55

50

850

4

14

55

70

750

3

15

55

90

650

5.5

16

55

110

550

5

[gm/min]

The surface roughness for all the cutting pieces measured
using the profilometer or surface tester named as SJ-201P.
Fig. 2 shows the measuring process of surface roughness. [4]

2.5 Specification of Mitutiyo surface tester
SJ-201P:

Air
press
ure

Curren
t flow
rate

Cutting
Speed

Arc
gap

MRR
(gm/min
)

SR
(µm)

KW
(mm
)

1

30

50

550

3

132.526

2.89

3.48

2

30

70

650

4

119.402

2.55

4.01

3

30

90

750

5

105.461

2.33

3.25

4

30

110

850

5.5

199.095

2.17

3.31

5

40

50

650

5

103.004

2.72

2.5

6

40

70

550

5.5

125.412

2.47

2.54

7

40

90

850

3

112.994

2.27

3.26

8

40

110

750

4

110.403

3.08

3.23

9

45

50

750

5.5

118.143

2.26

2.93

10

45

70

850

5

138.309

1.89

3.07

11

45

90

550

4

135.593

2.49

3.14

12

45

110

650

3

129.292

3.18

3.09

13

55

50

850

4

104.683

1.84

2.94

14

55

70

750

3

117.839

2.33

3.09

15

55

90

650

5.5

123.188

2.46

3.25

16

55

110

550

5

131.687

3.23

3.13

no

110

Cutting
speed
(mm/min)

MRR =

Exp
.

Figure 2: Measuring of surface roughness

Figure3: cutting piece measured by outer jaw of vernier
caliper

Table 6: Results obtain from the experiment

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
3.1 Discussion about MRR:

Table 5: L16 orthogonal array for experimental setup
Measurement range

350µm

Tip radius

5µm

Measuring force

4mN (0.4gf)

Figure 5: Main effect graph for MRR

Detector drive range

21mm

In this research, the larger amount of MRR was most effective
for the process. Fig. 5 shows that the higher MRR will meet at
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Figure 4: Hole measured by outer jaw of vernier caliper
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air pressure 30 N/cm2, current flow rate 110 A, cutting speed
850 mm/min and arc gap 5.5 mm. The graph generate by the
use of MINITAB 17 statistical software for MRR.
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3.3 Discussion about KW:

[8]Gullu A., Atici U., “Investigation of the effects of plasma
arc parameters on the structure variation of AISI 304 and
St 52 steels” Materials and Design 27, 2006, pp. 11571162

It has been conclude that the optimum combination of each
process parameter for higher MRR is meeting at high cutting
speed [C4], low air pressure [A1], high current flow rate [B4]
and high arc gap [D4].
Exp.
no

Air
pressure

Current
flow
rate

Cutting
speed

Arc
gap

MRR

1

30

110

850

5.5

199.095

2

40

50

650

5

103.004

[9]Chen J., Li Y., Cox R., “Taguchi-based six sigma approach
to optimize plasma cutting process: an industrial case
study” international journal advance manufacturing
Technology, 2009, pp. 760-769
[10]Wang J., Zhu Z., He C., Yang F., “Effect of dual swirling
plasma arc cuttingparameters on kerf characteristics”,
international journal material form 4:, 2011, pp. 39– 43
Figure 7: Main effect for KW
In this research, the smaller amount of KW value was
effective for the experiment. Fig. 7 shows that the higher
MRR will meet at air pressure 40 N/cm2, current flow rate 50
A, cutting speed 550 mm/min and arc gap 5 mm. The graph
generate by the use of MINITAB 17 statistical software for
MRR.

3.2 Discussion about SR:

It has been conclude that the optimum combination of each
process parameter for higher MRR is meeting at low cutting
speed [C1], lower medium air pressure [A2], low current flow
rate [B1] and higher medium arc gap [D3].
Exp.
no

Air
pressure

Current
flow
rate

Cutting
speed

Arc
gap

SR

Figure 6: Main effect for SR

1

30

70

650

4

4.01

In this research, the smaller amount of SR value was effective
for the experiment. Fig. 6 shows that the higher MRR will
meet at air pressure 45 N/cm2, current flow rate 70 A, cutting
speed 850 mm/min and arc gap 5.5 mm. The graph generate
by the use of MINITAB 17 statistical software for MRR.

2

40

50

650

5

2.50

It has been conclude that the optimum combination of each
process parameter for higher MRR is meeting at high cutting
speed [C4], higher medium air pressure [A3], lower medium
current flow rate [B2] and high arc gap [D4].
Exp.
no

Air
pressure

Current
flow
rate

Cutting
speed

Arc
gap
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Abstract: Ebola hemorrhagic fever is a disease caused by one of five different Ebola viruses. Four of the strains can cause severe illness
in humans and animals. Humans can be infected by other humans if they come in contact with body fluids from an infected person or
contaminated objects from infected persons. Humans can also be exposed to the virus, for example, by butchering infected animals.
Deadly human Ebola outbreaks have been confirmed in the following countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Gabon,
South Sudan, Ivory Coast, Uganda, and Republic of the Congo (ROC), Guinea and Liberia. In this sense, it is of vital importance to
analysis the history data and predicts its propagation. More specifically, a model based k-means algorithm to determine the optimal
locations of virus delivery is constructed and tested Using Mab-lab programming. By experiment, we find that our model can work well
and lead to a relatively accurate prediction, which can help the government forecast the epidemic spread more efficiently.
Keywords: Date Mining; K-Means Technique; Algorithm Complexity; Ebola Infect Prediction; Mat-lab Simulate

1. INTRODUCTION
Ebola also known Ebola virus, which is a very rare virus in
southern Sudan in 1976 and Izard Ebola River discovery of its
existence, hence the name[1]. According to the World Health
Organization's message, since December 2013, the outbreak of
the Ebola virus outbreak in West Africa continued, in Guinea,
Sierra Leone and Liberia infected at least 567 people, including
350 deaths[2]. The disease has a high risk of death, killing
between 25 and 90 percent of those infected with an average of
about 50 percent and has caused immense sorrow especially for
the African people[3].If there is no effective drug control
measures and the epidemic will continue to spread it, and
spread to the whole world.
Based on the data from World Health Organization, Ebola virus
does not spread through the air, and no evidence has proved
that the virus undergo the variation. Mode of transmission of
Ebola virus is close direct contact with body fluids of patients,
including the patient's blood, excrement, vomit which serve the
strongest infection. Virus can also be found in saliva and tears.
We build a model to simulate the spreading of the disease, a
model based k-means algorithm to determine the optimal
locations of delivery. By the experiment, we find our model can
work well, they can help government forecast the epidemic
spread, and can save a lot of resource.

2. FORECASTING OF EBOLA CRISIS
Ebola outbreak in Guinea after a steady period of time and,
more recently was "looked up" trend. 2014, ravaged West
African country of Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, the Ebola
virus spreading at an alarming rate. By February 6, 2015[4], the
World Health Organization had reported 22,525 confirmed,
probable and suspected cases in West Africa, with 2988 in

www.ijsea.com

2014-12-20
2014-12-21
2014-12-24
2014-12-27
2014-12-28
2014-12-31
2015-1-2
2015-1-3
2015-1-4
2015-1-5
2015-1-6
2015-1-7
2015-1-10
2015-1-11
2015-1-12
2015-1-13
2015-1-15
2015-1-17
2015-1-18
2015-1-19
2015-1-20
2015-1-24
2015-1-25
2015-1-26
2015-1-27
2015-1-28
2015-1-31
2015-2-1
2015-2-2
2015-2-3

2259
2284
2342
2384
2397
2435

3085

6975
7017
7160
7326
7354
7476

3108
3110
3116
3118
3118

2465
2471
2477

7570
7602

3123
3123

2493
2508
2514
2522
2525

7759
7766
7786
7802
7825

3127
3127
3131

2539
2539
2542
2545
2559
2569
2571
2575

7883
7903
7909
7921
7963
7968
7977
7989

3135
3136
3138
3138
3138
3143
3143

2593
2608
2621
2628

2.1 Ebola virus infection forecast model
without drug

Ebola outbreak in Guinea after a steady period of time and,
more recently was "looked up" trend. We care about the few
infected person can infect assigned to the crowd, with the
passage of time, whether the disease will spread, causing many
people are infected. It cannot wait to predict the ratio of Ebola
virus spreads.

To make it easier to understand the model, we first list the
symbols used in the following table.

i(t)

the number of infected
individuals in the t day
the number of susceptible
individuals in the t day
total people in the country
infection coefficient

s(t)
N
k

Table 1. number of infection in Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone
2014-11-24
2014-11-25
2014-11-28
2014-11-29
2014-11-30
2014-12-1
2014-12-2
2014-12-3
2014-12-6
2014-12-7
2014-12-9
2014-12-10
2014-12-13
2014-12-14
2014-12-16
2014-12-17
2014-12-18

1892
1921

2801
2805

1929
1949
1956
2035
2051
2081
2096
2115
2127
2164

2824
2830
2869
2946

3021

Sierra Leone
5595
5831
5978
6039
6201
6317
6375
6457
6497
6638
6702

According to the model, and combine with the data in table
1,we obtain the infection trend in Sierra Leone by matlab [5], it
is showed in Figure 2.

Table 2. Symbols used in the model

As it is shown in table 1, we have found some data from the site
of WHO (World Health Organization). By these data, we can
discover the tread of Ebola virus spreads.

Liberia
2753

We can see from the chart, the number of infection people is
increasing with t, the speed is very quick at the start time, but
when there are a lot of people infected, the speed is become low.
When t→∞, i(t)→N.

8042
8059
8063
8084

Guinea, 8745 in Liberia and 10792 in Sierra Leone. What is
worth, it has caused 9004 deaths.

Guinea

Figure 1. Change of the infected people

Assumption
(1) s(t) represents the number of susceptible people in the t day,
and i(t) represents the number of infection people in the t day.
(2) Each day it increase k0 infection, and k¬0 can be calculated
by the following equation:K0=k*s(t).
(3) People will not die in the country, that is to say, s(t)+i(t)=N.
By the three assumptions, we can obtain the following
differential equation[7-9]:
(1)
Solve the differential equation, we achieve
(2)
Figure 1 shows the trend of i(t) with the increasing of t.

6856

Figure 2. Trend of number of infected people in Sierra Leone
We select November 25, 2014 as the first day, use matlab plot
the chart, it can be seen from the chart that the infection ratio is
decline. We predict the future infection number by the model,
list them in table 3.
Table 3 Number of the infected in the next five days
time
number

2-4
8089

2-5
8116

2-6
8146

2-7
8180

2-8
8219

2.2 The SIR model
Assume the world medical association has developed a new
medication that can stop Ebola and cure patients whose disease
is not advanced, the model above can not meet the situation, so
we build the following model. As the first step in the modeling
process, we identify the independent and dependent variables.
The independent variable is time t, measured in days.
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To make it easier to understand the model, we first list the
symbols used in the following table.

those particular regions. Larger circles mean that more cases of
infection have been confirmed over the last 21 days.

Table 4. Symbols used in the model

We suppose that multiple locations of initial deliveries rather
than only one location of initial delivery will later result in
easier and quicker distribution of the medication. In this
particular case, we assume that initial deliveries will be made
to three locations within the country.

S(t)
I(t)
R(t)
N
s(t)=S(t)/N
i(t)=I(t)/N
r(t)=R(t)/N
b
k

the number of susceptible
individuals
the number of infected
individuals
the number of recovered
individuals
the total population in the
country
the susceptible fraction of the
population
the infected fraction of the
population
the recovered fraction of the
population
the number of people
infested contact
recover ratio

Assumption
(1) No one is added to the susceptible group, since we are
ignoring births and immigration. The only way an individual
leaves the susceptible group is by becoming infected. We
assume that the time-rate of change of S(t), the number of
susceptibles,1 depends on the number already susceptible, the
number of individuals already infected, and the amount of
contact between susceptible and infected. In particular, suppose
that each infected individual has a fixed number b of contacts
per day that are sufficient to spread the disease. Not all these
contacts are with susceptible individuals. If we assume a
homogeneous mixing of the population, the fraction of these
contacts that are with susceptible is s(t). Thus, on average, each
infected individual generates b s(t) new infected individuals
per day. With a large susceptible population and a relatively
small infected population, we can ignore tricky counting
situations such as a single susceptible encountering more than
one infected in a given day.

Figure 3. Change of ratios of infected, susceptible and
removed people
From the chart, we can see before drugs play a part, the number
of infection is increasing with time, achieve a peak value, then
the number of infection will decrease by zero. After treatment,
the number of susceptible plus the number of recover and death
is the number of people in the country.

3. DETERMINING THE LOCATIONS
OF DELIVERY

In order to determine the locations for greater efficiency, we
consider the locations of the Ebola treatment centers. We try to
divide the treatment centers into three groups in such a way that
treatment centers within the same group are geographically
relatively closer to each other while the geographical distances
are relatively larger between treatment centers that belong to
different groups. We then determine one location of delivery
within each of the three groups. For the purpose of the grouping
of the treatment centers, we adopt the k-means clustering
algorithm[6].
First of all, we establish a certain rectangular coordinate system
on the map and determine accordingly the coordinates of each
of the Ebola treatment centers as shown in the figure below:
In the west-most part of the country where there are quite a
number of treatment centers located very near to each other, we
pick only one of them to be considered in the clustering process.
The geographical distances as the crow flies between any two
of the Ebola treatment centers are listed in the matrix below:

145.
825
177.
73
233.
555
292.
099

168.
514
145.
086
173.
511
225.
078

0
131.
898
241.
746
339.
589

131.
898
0
114.
438
221.
02

241.
746
114.
438
0
110.
463

339.
589
221.
02
110.
463
0

Algorithm:
First we choose three of the initial centers of the three clusters
denoted as: Clusteri (i=1, 2, 3).
We then consider the distances between each of the rest of the
treatment centers and each of the three treatment centers chosen
as the center of the clusters Dp,ci.
Where p is any one of the rest of the treatment centers and ci is
any of the centers of the clusters, namely, at this particular
moment, the treatment centers chosen as the initial centers of
the clusters.
If for a given p, min{Dp,ci}=Dp,cj, then p belongs to the jth
cluster.
In the next iteration we first compute the new centers of Clusteri
(i = 1,2,3) as the means of p i, where pi is the treatment centers
already assigned to Clusteri:

Where ni is the number of treatment centers in Clusteri, xi,j is
the x coordinate of the jth treatment center in Clusteri and yi,j is
the y coordinate of the jth treatment center in Clusteri.
We compute again min{Dp,ci} for every i and determine once
more time which cluster each treatment center belongs to in
light of the new ci for each Clusteri.
We repeat this process until not a single one treatment center
transmits from one cluster to another within an iteration.
At this time we take the clusters as the final result.
Solution:
First we take A = (39,343), C = (246, 247), H = (517, 356) as
the initial centers for each of the three clusters, see in figure 7.
And we apply the algorithm to the map, achieve the result
shown in figure 8.
The result of the second iteration is exactly the same as the first.
And the final result is depicted in the following figure 9.
Then we take the centers of each of the clusters as the initial
delivery locations: c1 = (110, 328), c2 = (286, 311), c3 = (468,
380).

It may seem more natural to work with population counts, but
some of our calculations will be simpler if we use the fractions
instead. We complete our model by giving each differential
equation an initial condition. Our complete model is:

Figure 5. Geographical locations of ETCs in Sierra Leone

(3)
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127.
769
242.
244
335.
181
413.
903

(4)

For a simpler demonstration of our model, we take the country
of Sierra Leone to be the scope of consideration. The official
site of the WHO provided two maps showing respectively the
situation of transmission of the disease and the information
regarding the currently opened Ebola treatment centers. For a
more informative view, we combined the two maps:

(2) We also assume that a fixed fraction k of the infected group
will recover during any given day. For example, if the average
duration of infection is three days, then, on average, one-third
of the currently infected population recovers each day. (Strictly
speaking, what we mean by "infected" is really "infectious,"
that is, capable of spreading the disease to a susceptible person.
A "recovered" person can still feel miserable, and might even
die later from pneumonia.)

We don't know values for the parameters b and k yet, but we
can estimate them according to the data. We can use matlab to
solve the differential equation and use is to plot the chart.

142.
864
274.
F
607
384.
G
038
478.
H
177
E

Table 5. Distances between ETCs
A

Figure 4. Transmission of Ebola in Sierra Leone
Symbols like this reveal that the locations of the currently
functioning Ebola treatment centers. And the coloring of the
regions reflects how heavily it has been hit by the disease in the
long term. The heavier the color, the larger is the number of
accumulated cases of infection. Finally the orange circles show
how well the spreading of the disease has been contained in
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0

106.
794
228.
C
178
279.
D
694
B

B
106.
794
0
134.
35
196.
041
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C
228.
178
134.
35
0
67.0
671

D
279.
694
196.
041
67.0
671
0

E
142.
864
127.
769
145.
825
168.
514

F
274.
607
242.
244
177.
73
145.
086

G
384.
038
335.
181
233.
555
173.
511

H
478.
177
413.
903
292.
099
225.
078

After the initial deliveries are made, mediation should be then
transmitted to the Ebola treatment centers within the
corresponding cluster where they can be stored, organized and
utilized for the treatment of the Ebola disease.
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Figure 8. The crow-fly distances of ETCs
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Figure 9 Result of the clustering algorithm
Figure 7. The initial centers of the clusters

4. CONCLUSION
When modeling the propagation of the disease, we not only
adopt a fitting algorithm based on the relevant data obtained
from the WHO official website, but we also discuss the
incorporation of the SIR model which takes into account the
dynamics of an infectious disease itself.
To help plan out the delivery of the medication, we not only
consider the transmission of the disease but we also take into
account the locations of the Ebola treatment centers currently
established. This adds to the practicality of our model.
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Abstract:In this paper, we consider a criminal investigation on the collective guilt of part members in a working group. Assuming that
the statistics we used are reliable, we present the Page Rank Model based on mutual information. First, we use the average mutual info
rmation between non-suspicious topics and the suspicious topics to score the topics by degree of suspicion. Second, we build the correl
ation matrix based on the degree of suspicion and acquire the corresponding Markov state transition matrix. Then, we set the original v
alue for all members of the working group based on the degree of suspicion. At the last, we calculate the suspected degree of each me
mber in the working group. In the small 10-people case, we build the improved Page Rank model. By calculating the statistics of this c
ase, we acquire a table which indicates the ranking of the suspected degree. In contrast with the results given in this issue, we find thes
e two results basically match each other, indicating the model we have built is feasible. In the current case, firstly, we obtain a ranking
list on 15 topics in order of suspicion via Page Rank Model based on mutual information. Secondly, we acquire the stable point of Mar
kov state transition matrix using the Markov chain. Then, we build the connection matrix based on the degree of suspicion and acquire
the corresponding Markov state transition matrix. Last, we calculate the degree of 83 candidates. From the result, we can see that those
suspicious are on the top of the ranking list while those innocent people are at the bottom of the list, representing that the model we ha
ve built is feasible. When suspicious topics and conspirators changed, a relatively good result can also be obtained by this model. In th
e current case, we have the evidence to believe that Dolores and Jerome, who are the senior managers, have significant suspicion. It is
recommended that future attention should be paid to them. The Page Rank Model, based on mutual information, takes full account of t
he information flow in message distribution network. This model can not only deal with the statistics used in conspiracy, but also be ap
plied to detect the infected cells in a biological network. Finally, we present the advantages and disadvantages of this model and the dir
ection of improvements.
Keywords: Page Rank ;Markov Chain; Criminal Gangs; Biological Model; Algorithm; Markov Chain

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
With the advent of the information age, information technology
development has brought new challenges and opportunities to the
public security work. Because of its superiority, people are
paying close attention to how to integrate and reuse to the public
security data resources and how to achieve comprehensive
application of global data, the automatic association of all kinds
of information as well as the automatic mining function of a
variety of cues, which will provide integrated applications in the
information handling. Using the semantic network analysis and
the relevant models plays a major role in improving the
efficiency and accuracy of detection.
1.2 What is “Crime Gangs”?
Crime Gangs is a crime form, referring to the two or more
persons jointly committing one or more crimes. Intelligence
information (such as the collection of the relevant people’s
conversations in this given case) is the technical basis of the
intelligence analysis. The implementation of criminal
intelligence analysis is based on intelligence gathering, mining
and establishing crime patterns, analyzing and judging criminal
clues as well as a variety of relationships. Building an efficient
model to analyze the relevant information will surely provide
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some useful clues for the detection of cases and the judgment of
criminal suspects.
1.3 The Mission of Our Team
In this paper, we would like to introduce the theory of
information analysis to solve the problems, which is described
as follows: In the previous case, it is our team’s duty to identify
the guilty parties among the 10 candidates. Similarly, the other
problem is to solve a relatively larger case, where there are
about 83 candidates.
The analysis and process of these problems are divided into
three steps. Firstly, we use the method of mutual information to
score all the topics mentioned. Secondly, we can acquire the
correlation matrix by calculating the score of the associated
topics among the candidates. Thirdly, by solving the Markov
Transfer Matrix, we get the stable point of Markov Transfer
Matrix, which is the final index of 83 candidates. By analyzing
this index, the 83 degree of suspicion can be determined.

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
2.1 Topics’ Suspicious Degree Analysis
First, we analyze the suspicious degree of talks between each
other, using the mutual information and entropy in information
theory, defined as M(A,B) = I(A) + I(B) - I(A,B), to obtain the
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scores of the 12 undetermined topics and the scores of
suspicious ones(Obviously, the scores of the suspicious are
supposed to be higher than the others). Further illustration is put
in models.
2.2 The Transmission of Suspicious Information in the
Working Group Analysis
The work group is divided into five parts, namely, the confirmed
suspects, the people with some suspicion, the undetermined
people and the innocent (listed by the degree of suspicion).
Because we refer to Google’s PangeRank algorithm, we need to
obtain the correlation matrix of this group of people first. Then
we can use this algorithm to get the Markov Transfer Matrix and
later get the stable points using the nature of Markov. The
acquisition of the correlation matrix is based on the message
topics among the 83 people. We can use gij to represent the total
scores of all the topics, thus getting an 83*83 correlation matrix.
2.3 The Initial Vector Distribution of the Working Group
Analysis
To solve the Markov stable point, we need to use the initial
vector distribution. We define the scores of the suspicious as α
(The total number of this group of people is n); the scores of the
innocent is 0; the scores of the undecided is β (The total number
of this group of people is m). They satisfy the equation nα + mβ
=1, and then we can decide the values of α and β through the
search of α with step size of 0.1

3. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF OUR
MODEL
3.1. All data is true and reliable.
3.2. There is valid evidence to prove the people who are
suspicious.
3.3. There is valid evidence to prove the people who are
innocent.
3.4. The suspicious topics have higher degree of doubt than that
of the undermined ones.
3.5. An objective and subjective attitude is kept in the process of
handling the cases.
3.6. These topics give a valid summary of the messages.

Our whole model is divided into 3 parts, including 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3. In the 3.4 part, we use the whole model to analyze a simple
example. And in 3.5 and 3.6, we solve the real problem
presented in question 1, and its changed version in question 2.
4.1 Mutual Information Algorithm
Let me put a simple example to better illustrate this algorithm.
“What a good weather today! I would like to go fishing.” A
says to B. The words, such as “today”, “weather”, “good”, “I”,
“fishing” involved in this conversation, can be seen as key

a1 , a2 ,

, an

to represent them.

When B says to A:“Yeah, really good weather! I will go
climbing.” Also, the words such as “weather”, “hiking”, “good”,
“I”, can be extracted as key words and we can use

b1 , b2 ,

, bm

to represent them. Here, we list the relationship

between the words of these two people.

A
B

today
1

Table 1: the language relationship table
good fishing weather
I
1
1
1
1
0
weather
I
good
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0

0

1

1

1

1

Notes: “1” in the second row and second column of the table rep
resents the key word “today” said by A, but “0” in the fourth ro
w and second column represents that B didn’t say the key word
“1”indicates the value of mentioned topic in the chat,
“0”indicates the value of topic which is not mentioned in the
table.
We can use the formula of mutual information M(X,Y) = I(X) +
I(Y) - I(X,Y)to get the value of the mutual information, defined
as M(X,Y), where I(X) represents the entropy from A, I(Y)
represents the entropy from B.
(4.1-1)
I ( X )   P0 log P0  P1 log P1

I (Y )   P0 log P0  P1 log P1
(4.1-3)
I ( X , Y )   P10 log P10  P11 log P11  P01 log P01
P0 and P1 denoting the probability of 0 and 1 respectively; P10,
P11 and P01 denoting the probability of (1, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 1)
respectively.
(4.1-2)

4.2 Markov Chain Model
In order to get the Markov state transition matrix, we first need
to get the 83*83 Markov correlation matrix(rows represent the
person’s words, columns represent the words that others said to
him /her). According to each topic, sum up the weight of the
words involved in the conversation between one person and the
others so as to get the total weight of one person, in the same
way, we can come to the other people’s weight, thus getting an
83*83 Markov correlation matrix.
Although we use Google’s Page Rank model，some people are
not the information receivers in the case, so it is unavoidable
that the sum of a few columns in the association matrix is 0.
Taking this into account, when computing the Markov Transfer
Matrix, we do some special handling on the correlation matrix
to make the sum of all the columns of the correlation matrix
non-zero.
Define the Markov Transfer Matrix as A  (aij ) , then

c j   g 'ij

(4.2-1)

ri   g 'ij

(4.2-2)

i

j

4. MODEL AND SOLUTION

words, and we can use

0
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0
climbing

Cj represents the sum of columns in matrix G(gij), ri represents
the sum of rows in matrix G(gij), gij represents the elements in
the correlation matrix G(gij).
The formula used to solve the elements in transfer matrix A is
'

aij 

g ij
(1  d )
d*
n
cj

(4.2-3)

d is a model parameter, we choose to define d = 0.85 based on
experience. aij represents the summed scores of the message
topics involved in the conversation from person j to person i.
From the basic nature of the Markov chain, there is a stationary
distribution in the regular Markov chain x  ( x1, x2 , , xN )T ,then
we can get the sorting in accordance with the conspiracy
possibility.
4.3 Improved Page Rank Model
As we have known，there are 7 conspirators among the 83
people in the second case and each person’s scores can be
defined as P(i ), i  1, 2, , 7 . And the scores of each
innocent person can be defined as P(j), j = 1,2,...,8. The model is
as follows:
7
8
（4.3-1）
max M ( , s )  P(i )  P( j )


i 1


j 1
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s.t.

Ax  x
n

x
i 1

i

1

（4.3-2）
（4.3-3）

The objective function indicates the maximum probability gap
between the known conspirators and the innocent (All the
conspirators are put in the upper part of the list, and all
innocence in the lower part of the list, leaving the undecided
people located in the middle of the list). We use k to express the
maximum of mutual information in the 12 topics. 
represents the steps from the upper bound to 20. Through the
debugging and analysis, we find that when  is given a value
of 0.5, the results will be much more in line with the subject
requirements. s is the initial vector distribution, the
percentage of each conspirator is 0.1, and the percentage of each
innocent person equals to 0, so the undetermined equally
allocate the remaining percentage. We define that s ranges from
0.5 to 0.9 is distributed in steps of 0.1, and we can get an initial
vector distribution on the subject on the whole.

when k=17 or k=20, we can get two basically the same
probability rankings of all the people, much more in line with
the requirements listed in the subject.
First, we can obtain the ranking list of the 15 topics using the
Mutual Information Method.
Table 3：Score Ranking List of 15 Topics

4.4 Solution of The 10-people Case
In practice, we conducted some exploratory analysis on the
previous case, and get 4 ranking list of the probability of all the
people when defining k =1，10，12，15，17，20，respectively.
Through comparative analysis, we find that when k=17, the
ranking we get will be more in line with the true outcome of the
case than other values, that is, people like Inez don't get off,
people like Carol are not falsely accused, and people like Bob
do not have the opportunity to get reduced sentences. When
k=17, we can obtain a ranking list of suspicious degree, listed as
follows:
Table 2：The Sorting Table of the degree of Suspicious (k=17)
Ranking
Number
Name
1
7
George
2
2
Bob
3
9
Inez
4
4
Dave
5
5
Ellen
6
1
Anne
7
8
Harry
8
10
Jaye
9
3
Carol
10
6
Fred

Number

Score

1

0.883016

2

0.857865

3

0.898072

4

0.87294

5

0.872976

6

0.857882

1

1

8

0.888021

9

0.883014

10

0.893037

11

1

12

0.888021

13

1

14

0.888034

15

0.883008

Notes: The numbers of suspicious topics are 7, 11, 13.
The suspicious degree ranking of the suspected, innocent and
the senior managers based on k=17.
Table4: The Sorting Table Based on the Suspicious Degree
of the Conspirators, Non-conspirators and Senior Managers (K=
17)
Ranking

Name

Number

1

Yao

68

2

Alex

22

4

Paul

44

Conclusion Analysis:
(1)George and Dave are the given co-conspirators, ranking
fourth in the list. Meanwhile, Bob ranks second, illustrating he
is one of the co-conspirators, so he cannot get off. Inez ranks
third, meaning that we can also catch him.
(2)Jaye and Anne are both ranked relatively rearward, which is
in accordance with the given information. And based on Carol
ranking No.9, we can basically determine her innocence.
Overall, the solution derived from our models can meet the
actual requirements and have some promotional value.
From the previous analysis, we know that the 10-people case is
a microcosm of the current case, and the results of small case
subject has been given to us, so understanding and solving the
smaller case can be seen as a test of our models, which may help
us to modify them.

6

Harvey

50

7

Dolores

11

8

Ulf

55

17

Jerome

17

19

Jean

19

27

Paige

3

28

Elsie

38

31

Darlene

49

46

Chris

1

57

Tran

65

4.5 The Solution of the Current case for Problem 1
When conducting an exploratory analysis on the current case,
we used the same way as the first one to analyze. We found that

58

Ellin

69

60

Gretchen

5
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Notes: The senior managers are Dolores, Jerome and Gretchen.
Conclusion Analysis:
(1) By analyzing the result, we can find that two senior
managers, namely Dolores and Jerome are both conspirators.
(2) The already known conspirators are shown in the forefront
of the ranking list, we can basically draw that they are the
conspirators.
(3)The already known non-conspirators are all at the rear of the
ranking list, except for Paige who ranks 27, the others can be
determined to be innocent. Although there are a few minor
differences, this result has been very much in line with the
actual situation, which means the feasibility and stability of the
model is very well.
4.6 The Solution of the Current Case for Problem 2
As to the second requirement, we can also use the Improved
Page Rank Model to analyze data. First obtain a modified
ranking list of the 15 topics, listed as follows:
Table 5：Score Ranking List of the 15 Modified Topics
number

score

1

1

2

1.177737
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27

Paige

6. PROMOTION OF THE MODEL

28

Elsie

30

Darlene

45

Chris

57

Ellin

Through the analysis, we found that our model is considerable
promotional, such as being used as a method to find the infected
or diseased cells in a biological network. Briefly speaking, if we
can get the meaningful characteristics from all the cells can
calculate the mutual information between these characteristics.
Later, we can try to obtain the mutual information between the
undetermined cells and the infected ones so as to get the
probability ranking list of the undetermined. Though the
detecting process, we may us the Improved Search-based Page
Rank Model and the Markov Transfer Matrix to simplify our
operation as well as increase the validity of our research.
We have introduced the mutual information theory in analyzing
this problem in the first two parts, with a relatively satisfactory
result. As far as we know, semantic network analysis which is a
widely used in artificial intelligence and computational
linguistics. It provides a structure and process for reasoning
about knowledge or language. And another useful computational
linguistics capability in natural language processing is text
analysis.

58

Tran
Gretchen

60
Notes: The senior managers are Dolores, Jerome and Gretchen,
the 7 suspected people are Yao, Alex, Paul, Harvey, Ulf, Elsie.
Conclusion Analysis
The newly added conspirator Chris does not make much
difference in results compared with the ones in the first
requirement. According to analysis, this may be due to Chris's
inactive involvement in the conversation, so even if he is one of
the conspirators, his influence on others is very weak, resulting
in the basically similar results.
4.7 The Solution of the Current Case for Problem 3
In this section, we introduce the conception of Semantic
network and apply the theory of Similarity to the calculation of
topic scores.
As we have obtained the original messages, which is a much
bigger corpus than that we used in the first two questions, so we
can apply the similarity analyze into our model. To describe it in
detail:
First: Calculate the similarities of among the 3 suspected
messages(A) and the 12 unsuspected messages (B),
A includes A1，A2，A3，B includes，

3

1.20412

4

1.193429

5

1.172717

6

1.167063

7

1

8

1.199102

9

1.193429

 : an changeable parameter.(usually between 0 and 1)

10

1.20412

Second: give the index rank of B1，B2，……，B12

11

1

12

1.20412

13

1

14

1.173339

15

1.193429

Sim( Ai , B j ) 

Table 6：The Sorting Table Based on the Suspicious Degree
of the Conspirators, Non-conspirators and Senior Managers
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（4.7-1）

d : the distance between the two corpus.
12

Then we can get the ranking list about the suspicion degree of
the suspected, the innocent and the senior managers.

Number



d 

Name

1

Yao

2

Alex

4

Paul

6

Harvey

7

Dolores

8

Ulf

17

Jerome

19

Jean

B j   Sim( Ai , B j ),(i  1, 2,3)

（4.7-2）

j 1

Third: set the value of A1，A2，A3.

Ai  Max( B j ),(i  1, 2,3 j  1....12)

（4.7-3）

So far, we successfully obtain the rank of the 15 messages,
comparing with the rank based on the index of mutual
information; this model theoretically provides a more credible
result.

5. ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES
5.1 Advantages:
We introduced the concept of mutual information when
computing topics, and build the relationship between the
suspicious topics and the undetermined ones.
5.2 Disadvantages:
●As it is mentioned in requirement 3 that due to the
limitation of the message traffic, we can just roughly determine
the doubt degree of the topics by semantic network analysis.
● Though the computing of the mutual information, we
can just determine the values of the 12 undetermined topics,
however, the values of the 3 higher suspected ones are
artificially assigned.
●Without much experience for reference in the model, the
accuracy of the results may be undermined.
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7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the model of improved Page Rank
algorithm based on mutual information and successfully solved
the case problems. The consequences are listed as follows: In
the previous case, George and Dave are the given
co-conspirators. Bob and Inez are proved other co-conspirators.
Carol is innocent. Overall, the solution derived from our models
can meet the actual requirements and have some promotional
value. Then in the next case, by analyzing the result, we can find
that two senior managers, namely Dolores and Jerome are both
conspirators. This will help the investigation of the cases. The
other version of the second case, the newly added suspect Chris
does not make much difference in results compared with the
ones in the first requirement. According to analysis, this may be
due to Chris's inactive involvement in the conversation, so even
if he is one of the conspirators, his influence on others is very
weak, resulting in the basically similar results.
All in all, as we only use the topics which are derived from
original messages in mutual information analysis, so our result
will be more valid if we have a larger corpus. That is to say, we
can introduce semantic network and use similarity-computing to
acquire a more precise result, in that way, our judgment will be
more reasonable.
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Abstract: Real time implementation of the software system requires being more versatile. In the maintenance phase, the modified
system under regression testing must assure that the existing system remains defect free. Test case prioritization technique of
regression testing includes code as well as model based methods of prioritizing the test cases. System model based test case
prioritization can detect the severe faults early as compare to the code based test case prioritization. Model based prioritization
techniques based on requirements in a cost effective manner has not been taken for study so far. Model based testing used to test
the functionality of the software system based on requirement. An effective model based approach is defined for prioritizing test
cases and to generate the effective test sequence. The test cases are rescheduled based on requirement analysis and user view
analysis. With the use of weighted approach the overall cost is estimated to test the functionality of the model elements. Here, the
genetic approach has been applied to generate efficient test path. The regression cost in terms of effort has been reduced under
model based prioritization approach.
Keywords: regression testing; test case prioritization; model based test case prioritization; genetic algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a process used to find out the correctness,
completeness, and quality of developed system. Simply, it is
an activity to check whether the actual results match the
expected outcome and to ensure that the system is defect
free. Software testing throughout maintenance phase is the
most difficult task for software engineers. They depend on
reusability of test suite in regression testing that incurs the
cost which is a major concern. We can improve the testing
efficiency by focusing the test cases which likely to contain
most severe faults. In the maintenance phase of the software
life cycle model, the updated system can increase lots of
error in the existing system. Regression testing test case
prioritization gives highly efficient result as compared to all
other available techniques of regression testing. Test case
prioritization technique can fulfill the major goal of testing
[7]. Executing the most efficient test case earlier may have
less risk of fetching the error in the modified system. There
are number of approaches to perform regression testing [6].
In which genetic algorithm has been defined for finding the
global optimal solution related to any problem concern [11]
[14].
Test case prioritization regression method is categories into
two: code based test case prioritization and model based test
case prioritization. Code based technique focuses on testing
the code of the system under the specified criteria such as
statement coverage, branch coverage and functional
coverage. Whereas the model based prioritization method
concern about the functionality of the model elements
[2].The model based regression testing may be used with the
information of the solely code or without the knowledge of
the code. There are some modeling language which focuses
on the finite state of the model and the use case modeling
language.
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2. TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION
PROBLEM
Test cases in the test suites are reschedule which will further
prioritize using an algorithm. Before dealing with
prioritization algorithms the problem associated with test
case prioritization requires understanding which is defined
as follows [6][7]:
Given: T is test suites, PT refers to a number of ways they
are chosen, where f is a function whose value depends on
permutation of these T to some real number.
Problem: We have to find T’ such that T’ ∈ PT For all T, (T
'∈PT) where (T! = T') and f (T') >= f (T).

existing test suites without having any knowledge of updated
version.
Within version specific test case prioritization, knowledge of
modified program P’ must require for prioritizing T test
suite. It reschedules the available test cases with higher
efficiency over the original order of the test cases. The
version specific test case prioritization technique knows
about the modified version of the system. Version specific
prioritization may be more effective for modified program
P’ as compare to general test case prioritization, which is less
effective in a successive release version [7].
Both the test case prioritization approach can work on the
modified version of the system but in case of modified
version test case prioritization it is necessary to have
modification information. It uses the modified information
for reordering the test cases. These approaches give more
competent order of test suite for detecting the severe faults
early.

3.1 Code based test case prioritization
The code based method focuses on the source code of the
system to prioritize the test cases in a suite. While
considering the code coverage criteria there are number of
techniques such as statements, branches and functional
coverage test case prioritization.
These techniques use the information from the earlier
execution. Some of the test case prioritization techniques are
no prioritization, random prioritization, optimal
prioritization, total statement coverage, additional statement
coverage, simple branch coverage, additional branch
coverage, total functional coverage and additional functional
coverage. Additional coverage techniques outperformed the
total coverage technique of prioritization [7]. These
techniques can detect the severe fault earlier and they are
also improving the reliability of the modified system. For
measuring the efficiency of the techniques average faults per
minute is calculated using APFD metric. There is some other
method of test case prioritization that focuses on historical
based information such as earlier test cost, fault severity
information, number of test case requirement in the earlier
testing, number of faults detected etc. [13]

3.2 Model based test case prioritization.

3. TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION
METHOD
In terms of cost, time and efforts test case prioritization
estimated as an efficient regression testing approach. It is
used to reorder the test cases without having reducing or
selecting any of the test cases from existing test suite. Test
case prioritization further categories in two approaches [7]:
General test case prioritization and Version based test case
prioritization
To know general test case prioritization, consider a program
P has test suite T with prioritized suite T’ which is calculated
without having familiar with modified program P’. It gives
more successful prioritized suite than the original one.
General testcase prioritization approach focuses on the
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In model based test case prioritization software system
testing has been performed. System model has been used for
selecting and generating the test cases for the updated model.
It focuses on the testing of a modified model. Model based
approach is generally divided into two: first method is
appropriate for the modified model and changes occur in the
source code. Second method of model based test case
prioritization doesn’t deal with the changes in the modified
model whereas its major concern is only to the change source
code. In the second method, modified elements in the given
model have been identified. And, based on that collecting
information and execution information the test cases are
prioritized for retesting the whole system[1][2]. After
updating the system, the modified system must be tested to
check the faults whether existing or not. It focuses on the
requirement and the design of the complete system [3]. The
model based testing can achieve the objectives of test case
prioritization early in comparable to the code based test case
prioritization. In this approach test cases are generated
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earlier so, the effectiveness of the test suite is known earlier.
It can decrease the cost in terms of time and efforts and also
improve the quality of the overall system [9]. The design
phase of the software development needs more
concentration. The model based approach focuses on the
modeling of the system which has been used for state based
system like an embedded system. It is used to get about the
system behavior by considering some modeling languages
such as specification description language (SDL), use case
modeling language (UML), state charts, extended finites
state machine, control flow structures and component
integration graphs. EFSM (extended finite state machine)
system model has been used to give the actual state and the
transition between the states [1][3][4][11]. Whenever the
action has been triggered the transition is shown using edges
in the system model. It helps in developing the system design
as well as in prioritizing the tests cases. The major goal of
model based approach is to find the most severe fault during
the implementation of the system. It is easy to test the model
as test the actual system. The post processing of the test suite
can be reducing if the prioritization of test cases has been
done at the time of test case generation [8][12].

4. RELATED WORK
Requirement based modeling technique of test case
prioritization can detect the severe faults earlier. It can fetch
the faults in the earlier stage while gathering
requirements[10]. When the cost related to each of the
requirement has been known earlier in the testing approach
then the cost of the complete system could be maintain in the
next version of the software [11]. By testing the functional
specification of the model, efficiency of a system can be
improved. The requirements are weighted based on the
factors for detecting the severe faults. The value given to the
factor based on the people involved in the system
development [5]. So it may possible that the resultant
obtained differ based on the model which is considered. The
historical based information such as the time taken by the
test case; number of test cases run in the earlier testing, code
coverage information, impact of the earlier testing etc can
give highly efficient prioritization sequence of test sequence
[14]. The model to be tested based on the state and the events
corresponding to the each of the state of the system. The state
can be known based on the event occur such as if state, when
state; attribute state, system state and the output state[12].
Requirements which are of major concern for the tester,
developer and the customer will be gathered first. The user
view analysis has been performed so that the most important
requirement tests earlier. After gathering requirements model
using has been created using specification description
language.
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must authenticate with the server before uploading or search
for any video.

Figure 1. Procedure for Model Based TCP
The model created focuses on the state and transition between
the several activities of mobile video communication system.
By using genetic based approach test sequence has been
generated. The work has been done in a user friendly
environment so as to reduce the cost of the system.

5. EMPIRICAL STUDY
The model based test case prioritization method of
regression testing firstly gathered the requirements based on
the module. Requirement associated with the specific
module will be mapped to the test cases [12]. Earlier testing
of the requirement assures the higher efficient system at the
end. Requirements are the basic building block of the system
which has been assigned by the developer and the customer.
If the requirements are tested then it will give higher
assurance of customer satisfaction of the system. But it is
very difficult while the requirements are changing or
flexible. The cost is the major issue of concern in the
regression testing. The test case prioritization approach of
testing is highly efficient over the other approaches of
regression testing.

Figure 2. A Sample Model of Mobile Video
Communication System
The developer’s cost for the development point of view is
initially higher. But as execution of test cases increase the
cost is decreasing. For the tester, initial cost is less and it is
increasing as the execution of test cases increases. Similarly,
as per user perspective the test cost is decreasing. After
implementing genetic algorithm using MATLAB with
having mutation probability 0.8 and crossover probability
1.0 the test sequence has been generated. The cost for the
developer, tester and customer has been defined in the figure
3, 4, 5.
The figure 5 shows that the actual cost of the test cases is
high in earlier execution where the cost is reducing as on
moving down in the bar. Hence it has been shown that the
cost is improving.
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Figure 6. Total Test Case Cost

Figure 7. Sample of Test Case Pattern

The cost has been calculated based on the priority of the test
cases assign by the developer, tester and the customer. The
fitness function used is the summation of the cost of an
individual member.

The overall cost is calculated by taking the summation of
the all the above individual cost for the developer, customer
and tester.

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 =

Figure 2. Shows the states while video communication has
been made via mobile. Each of the state has the transitions
and there are about 57 test cases used to test the transition
among all the state in a sample model. The TCP prioritize
the test case without of selecting or minimizing of the test
case from the test sequences. We have software system
based on which the modules are define with its specific
estimated time. We can define the estimated time based on
which the tester, developer and user prioritize the test case.
The prioritize value has been assign within a range of 1 to 5.
The test case having higher importance to the individual
assign prioritize value (pv) as 5. User permission,
identification, type of data communicated, location of video,
session of video played, memory space, speed of uploading
and downloading, server response while fetching a video has
been tested. The user of the system has been explained in the
below a state-transition diagram. The user of the system

Figure 5. User Specific Test Case Cost

Figure 4. Tester Test Case Cost

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 =
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐷𝑒𝑣(𝑖)∗𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝐷𝑒𝑣(𝑖)
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡(𝑖)∗𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡(𝑖)
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑖)∗𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑖)
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

(1)

The cost obtained through from the equation 4. has been
leveled using fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic has defines for
optimizing the cost and generate the best optimal sequence.

(2)
(3)

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 + 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟
(4)

The figure 7 gives the path of execution of sample test cases
which will gives lesser cost in terms of effort as compare to
the random execution of test case. Here x-axis and y-axis
gives the coordinate point of execution of the test case
applying on the model. The result shows that the cost has
been reduced while applying our genetic approach as
compare to the random order of execution of test cases.

Where N is the total number of test cases and i is an
individual test case

Figure 3. Developer Test Case Cost
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6. CONCLUSION
WORK

AND

FUTURE

The Requirement model based test case prioritization can
reduce the cost of the software. Considering the mobile
video communication system, the authors has proposed the
model based genetic algorithm for reducing the cost of the
test case prioritization. The fitness function in genetic
algorithm has been calculated by assigning prioritize value
to each test case by the developer, tester and the user. The
test case efficiency is based on the importance of the
particular test case based on any of the module of the system.
Genetic algorithm gives the best optimal set which is
applicable throughout the system. With the use of our
proposed approach the time of execution of the test case is
reduce by generating the efficient prioritize test sequence.
The most efficient test suite has been obtained by using
fuzzy range. It provides the most versatile system so that if
any changes found can easily be track and immediately
changes has been checked for the failure. The algorithm
defined use to reduce the cost based on efficiency of the test
case for the particular module. The model based test case
prioritization approach has not been used under hybrid
approach of the regression testing. The hybrid approach
focuses on the combination of either test cases selection and
test case prioritization or test case reduction and test case
prioritization techniques of regression testing. The fault
detecting ability as well as the reliability of the system will
be consider for covering more than one objective of
regression testing.
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Figure 1Tubes of various cross
Section

Abstract: This project involves an evaluation of behaviour of circular GFRP tubes under axial compression. Circular tube columns
having different length and cross sections resulting in the range of combinations of global and sectional slenderness, were tested under
axial load. From this study, the compressive strength, ultimate load and failure modes were determined. After experimental
investigation on evaluation of behavior of GFRP tubes, numerical investigation process is started, using ANSYS. Finite element
models of the circular tubes will be generated and analyzed using SHELL elements. In this process orthotropic properties has been
defined to align the material direction of the composite lay-up and stacking sequence. The experimental results were compared with
the analytical results. It includes the parametric study of L/D and D/t ratio of various dimensions and orientation in finite element
model. It gives the best orientation angle for the compressive behavior of GFRP tubes
Keywords: Circular Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP), Compressive, shell, Fiber orientation

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Fiber Reinforced Polymer
In recent years, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) have been
used as an alternative for traditional materials. It have found
increasingly wide applications in civil engineering, both in the
new construction and in retro fit of existing structures. Fiber
Reinforced Polymer composites possess several advantages
over steel, due to high strength-to-weight ratio and good
corrosion resistance. For the retrofit of structures, Fiber
reinforced polymer has been used as an externally bonded
reinforcement has become very popular in recent years. [1] In
reinforced concrete column retrofit, FRP is primarily used as
an external jacket to provide confinement to the concrete core
. Confinement also enhances the compressive load capacity of
a concrete filled FRP tube column, and reduces the required
column cross-section compared to that of a conventional RC
column [3]. In the last 20 years, various authors have
addressed the performance and strength of pultruded GFRP
members subject to concentric compression. Daniel C.T.
Cardoso [5] derived the compressive strength equation for
square GFRP tubes. The buckling behavior and interaction
between crushing local and global buckling was observed.
Jeffrey Richard Mitchell [8] have studied optimal partial
concrete filling of frp and effect of d/t ratios for different
laminates.The relationship between optimal partial concrete
filling of frp and d/t ratio observed was linear.

2.1

Figure 2 Tubes Of Same Diameter
320 mm

Experimental Set-Up

2.1.2 Short GFRP tube
In the compressive testing machine the hollow circular GFRP
tubes were fixed by using base plates. Axial load is applied at
the top of the plate and the load is transformed in the form of
udl to the tube. On reaching the particular load ,the tube
crushed at the bottom producing a longitudinal crack with a
large sound. The critical load at which the tube is crushed is
obtained and the tube with an increased thickness has
obtained more load value. The stress strain values are noted.

strands, chopped strandmats, woven fabrics, and surface
tissue.
Glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) have gained
acceptance among civil engineers due to their advantages over
traditional construction materials: high strength to weight
ratio and superior corrosion resistance, for instance.
Additionally, large scale pultrusion of GFRP has contributed
to reducing manufacturing costs, making these products
competitive. Significant efforts are underway worldwide to
develop standard provisions for the design of GFRP structural
members. [2].

1.4 Member and section classification
Columns are conventionally classified as being short,
intermediate or long based on their relative column
slenderness ratio. Depending upon slenderness ratio the
column generally fail by either local or global buckling.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
GFRP hollow tubes of various cross sections having different
lengths and diameter were tested.12 specimens were taken
from 4 different batches of GFRP tubes. After arrangement
on compressive testing machine the GFRP tubes were applied
axial load. Axially compressive tests were processed to obtain
material properties and compressive strength.

3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
3.1 Application of ANSYS – FEA

Figure 3. Experimental set-up for short tube

2.1.3 Long GFRP tube
The tube with the increased length is tested in the column
testing frame. The bottom is fixed and at the top the axial load
is applied in the form of udl through the base plates. The load
is applied from the loading jack. The demec gauges are used
to obtain the strain values. The experimental set up is shown
in the figure 4.

1.3 Glass

Fiber Reinforced polymer

Glass fibers are a processed form of glass, which is
composed of a number of oxides (mostly silica oxide),
together with other raw materials (such as limestone,
fluorspar, boric acid, clay). They are manufactured by
drawing those melted oxides into filaments ranging from 3
mm to 24 mm. There are five forms of glass fibres used as the
reinforcement of the matrix material: chopped fibres, chopped
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Numerical methods provide a general device to study arbitrary
geometries and loading conditions. Among them Finite
Element Analysis has been broadly used in which it requires
more set of data to obtain precise results. Structural analysis is
one of the application of Finite Element Model .
Two Different types of structural analysis are used.
• Static Analysis
• Buckling Analysis

3.2 Overview of analysis
This method is used to find the buckling load at which the
structure becomes unstable. It includes the following steps.
• Erect the model
• Establish the static solution

• Attain the eigen value buckling solution
• Develop the solution
•Analyse the results

3.3 Elements used in ansys

1.2 Types of fibers
The classification of FRP composites is based on the types of
fibers used as the reinforcement .There are three types of
fibers dominating civil engineering industry: Glass, carbon
and aramid fibers. Among these fibers Glass fibers plays a
predominant role.

Figure 5 . Crushed at the bottom
On applying the load, the GFRP tube buckle with a
longitudinal crack at the bottom. The original length has been
changed. The deformed length is taken. The load vs
displacement , stress vs strain curves have been obtained. The
average load value is taken for the circular GFRP tubes.For
the specimen 1,2,3 the obtained load value is 312 kN,336
kN,124 kN,105.6kN.

Table1. Specimen Specification
Diameter
mm

No of
specimen

Length
mm

Thickness
mm

D/t
ratio

L/D
ratio

320

3

579

5

64

1.8

325

3

653

7.5

43.3

2

164

3

338

3

54.6

3

310

3

1200

5

62

3.8

Figure 4 . Experimental set-up for Long tube

2.1.3 Crushed GFRP tube
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In Ansys different types of elements are used depending
on the problem nature and the type of analysis to be
performed. Here shell elements have been used. For
layered elements and different orientation shell 281
element is used .It is a 8-node structural solid element
designed to model layered thick shells. For this key
options, under storage of layer data all layers + middle
data should be entered. For this orientation we should
specify the following conditions.
 Individual layer properties should be defined.
 Define the number of layers.
 State the material properties.
 Assign layer orientation angle and thickness.
 Analyse the model.
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3.4 Material properties
For GFRP tubes the following properties are used
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thickness is varied. From the analysis it is found that the load
gets increased for the increase in thickness.

Table 3. Load calculation

Table 6 .Load value for varying D/t ratio

Table 2 .Material Properties

Properties of GFRP
Ex ,GPa
40.2
Ey ,GPa
6.2
Ez ,GPa
40
μxy
0.2
μxz
0.2
μyz
0.2
Gxy,GPa
3.0
Gxz,GPa
2.3
Gyz,GPa
1.51
Density , Kg/m3
1910

4 .RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For gfrp tube of external diameter 320mm and thickness
5mm, the buckling load is obtained by using shell 41
membrane element by eigen buckling method.

Table .4 comparison between Load Values

Diameter mm
320
325
164
310

Experimental kN
312
336
124
105.6

Analytical kN
284.57
353.65
137
97.3

The results obtained from the experimental and analytical
studies are distinct values.

a) 45o orientation

4.1 Parametric study
This includes the parametric study of D/t ratio and L/D ratio.
i)Five specimen of constant D/t ratio and length is varied.
The Diameter and thickness of the specimen is kept constant
and the length is increased.
From the analysis it is found that the load gets decreased for
the increase in length.

Figure 9. Load vs D/t ratio

4.2 Stacking sequence
The stacking sequence plays a crucial role in compressive
strength of the GFRP tube. In this the stacking sequence for
14, 19, 25 layers are processed. The stacking sequence for 19
layers is shown in fig.

Table 5. Load value for varying L/D ratio

Figure 6 . Deformed + Un deformed for Diameter 320mm
Similarly for the GFRP tube of external diameter 310mm and
an internal diameter of 300mm with a thickness of 5mm is
analysed in Ansys by Eigen value buckling method and the
buckling load is obtained

Figure 10. Stacking Sequence for 19 layers

Angle ply laminates which is having plies of same material
and thickness is oriented only in +θ and
–θ are used.
Example for angle ply laminate is [19/-19/19/-19]

b) 55o orientation
.

4.3 Stresses and deformation of gfrp tube of
14 layers

In ANSYS the GFRP tube oriented with the angle of 45 o,
55o, 65o, 75o, 85o is analysed using shell 281 element. The
stresses and deformations are observed. The angle at which
the maximum stress occur is the best angle for the fiber
orientation. It gives more strength.

Figure 8. Load vs L/D ratio

Figure 7. Deformed + Un deformed for diameter
310 mm

www.ijsea.com

ii) Five specimens with an external diameter 152 mm and the
length 3600 mm of various thickness is analysed in numerical
method. Orthotropic properties were used. The Diameter and
length of the specimen (L/D) is kept constant and the
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Table7. Stress And Deformation For 14 layers

C) 65o orientation

b) 55o orientation

.

e) 85o orientation
Table 8.Stress And Deformation For 19 Layers
Figure 11. Stress vs orientation (14 layers)

4.4 Stresses and deformation of GFRP tube
of 19 layers

C) 65o orientation
d) 75o orientation

Figure 12 . Stress vs orientation (19 layers)

a) 45o orientation
d) 75o orientation

e) 85o orientation
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increasing the length from 1200mm ,1500mm, 1800mm

4.5 Stresses and deformation of GFRP tube
of 25 layers
Similarly the stresses and deformation of GFRP tube of 25
layers are obtained using ANSYS.

Table 9 . Stress And Deformation For 25 layers

1800mm,2100mm,2400mm and D/t is kept constant as
57.4 mm.
By keeping the slenderness ratio as 23.6 constant and
by increasing the thickness 4.65mm, 6.65mm,
8.65mm,10.65mm,12.65mm, the load gets increased
from 36kN,51.6kN,67.4kN,82.6kN,103.1kN. Increasing
the shell thickness, increases the buckling resistance of
GFRP tubes .The compressive strength also gets
increased.
The stacking sequence of layer and orientation of fibers
plays an important role in compressive strength of
GFRP tubes. The orientation of fibers in GFRP tubes in
14, 19, 25 layer of stacking sequence have been studied.
The orientation of fibers in 45o,55o,65o,75o,85o have
been considered. In the case of variation of stresses
with respect to fiber angle, the angle 55o gives the
maximum stress value which proves the best orientation
angle for GFRP tubes. Hence for this angle the
compressive strength is more compared to other angle
of orientation fibers.
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5. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
The finite element analyses and experiment works were
carried out to examine the compressive behavior of GFRP
tubes under axial load. The static and buckling behavior of
GFRP tubes were processed. Experimental results were
compared with the FEM results. From the experimental work
the load obtained is 312 kN,336 kN,124 kN,105.6kN and for
the analytical work the load obtained is 284.57kN,353.65 kN,
137 kN,97.3kN.The results obtained are similar.
From the parametric study, it is found that the load gets
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Abstract: Corrosion fatigue crack growth experiment was conducted on ESE(T) (Eccentrically-loaded Single Edge notch Tension)
specimen made of IS 2062 steel in salt water environment. The specimen was placed in a transparent chamber made of perspex sheet
containing 3.5% NaCl solution which acted as corrosion environment. The corrosion process was accelerated by applying constant direct
current of 0.2 A which was supplied by means of a regulated power supply. The test was conducted using a ±250 kN capacity computer
controlled servo-hydraulic fatigue rated Universal Testing Machine. The maximum and minimum load values were 15 kN and 1.5 kN.
The test frequency was 0.375 Hz and the stress ratio was 0.1. Number of cycles to crack initiation was determined. Crack growth data
were recorded at regular intervals. Crack growth curves were plotted and material constants C and m were found. Analytical studies
were carried out and the results were compared with experimental results. Details of the analytical and experimental studies and the
results are presented in this paper.
Keywords: Fatigue crack growth, corrosion fatigue, IS 2062 Gr. E 300 steel, ESE(T) specimen, fatigue damage

1. INTRODUCTION
Some of the civil engineering, aerospace industry and
infrastructure related structures are exposed to corrosion
environment and subjected to repetitive operational loads, e.g.,
bridges, offshore structures, aircraft, power plant piping
components. Corrosion is one of the most significant
phenomena which happens for the alloys or metals used as
implants in the body. Fatigue can affect the product as a whole
or can cause defects in the components of the product. The
coupled effects of fatigue and corrosion are more detrimental
than either acting separately [1]. The maintenance, repair, and
life expectancy of damaged engineering structures and machine
components, issues caused by corrosion fatigue are of
particular concern to both researchers and engineers. The
corrosion fatigue crack growth (CFCG) rate is of great interest
for the rational life prediction and the safety assessment of
engineering structures. Corrosion environment significantly
decreases the fatigue strength and life. In general, the test
environments are found to influence significantly the fatigue
and corrosion fatigue behavior of material, especially at low
frequencies. At a low frequency, much more time is available
for a corrosion mechanism than fatigue at a high frequency. The
tests were carried out at a low frequency, generally lower than
1 Hz. Corrosive environment can cause higher crack growth
rates than in dry air. In the fatigue mode of failure, crack will
form, propagate and eventually rupture will occur. So there are
three stages in fatigue life: i) Crack initiation, ii) Crack
propagation, iii) Failure.
Raghava et al. [2] conducted fatigue crack growth
studies on ESE(T) specimens made of IS 2062 Gr. E 300 steel
in air and 3.5% NaCl aqueous environment. The corrosion
fatigue crack growth studies were carried out at different levels
of corrosion current by applying constant direct current. The
test frequency was maintained in the range of 0.25 Hz to 0.75
Hz. The stress ratio was 0.1. Significant increase in crack
growth rate was observed with the increase of corrosion
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current. At test frequencies of 1 Hz and above, not much
difference was observed in the results of fatigue crack growth
studies in inert and corrosion environments. Chinnaiah et al. [3]
observed the corrosion fatigue crack growth behavior of a NiCr-Mn steel in 3.5% NaCl saturated solution using C(T)
specimens. Fatigue crack growth rate was higher and threshold
stress intensities were lower in aqueous environment when
compared to the lab air environment. It was also observed that
the crack growth rate increased at lower frequencies and at
higher stress ratio. Dong-Hwan Kang et al. [4] investigated
fatigue and corrosion fatigue crack propagation behaviors of
high-strength steel, HSB800 in air and 3.5% NaCl aqueous
environment using single-edge notched bending (SENB)
specimens. The corrosion fatigue crack propagation rates in a
seawater environment were higher than those in air
environment. However, ΔKth and Kcrit values were not so much
changed according to environmental change. Meanwhile,
simultaneously increasing R and f lead especially increase of
ΔKth. Lin weng et al. [5] conducted CFCG experiments in dry
air, distilled water and 3.5% NaCl aqueous solution using precracked C(T) specimens. It was observed that the CFCG rate
was effected by a pronounced R-ratio in 3.5% NaCl aqueous
solution. The higher the R-ratio the greater the crack growth
velocity. This behavior held until the curves merge together
with fatigue crack growth curves in air.
In the present work, fatigue crack growth study was
carried out on ESE(T) specimen made of IS 2062 steel in
corrosion environment. The corrosion environment was 3.5%
NaCl solution and corrosion process was accelerated by
applying constant direct current (DC) of 0.2 A. The FCG test
was carried out by using a computer controlled servo-hydraulic
fatigue rated Universal Testing Machine (UTM) of ±250 kN
capacity under constant amplitude sinusoidal cyclic loading.
The maximum and minimum load values were 15 kN and 1.5
kN. The test frequency was 0.375 Hz and the stress ratio was
maintained as 0.1. Crack growth data were recorded at regular
intervals of fatigue loading cycles. Data obtained during the
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experiment have been discussed and crack growth curves were
plotted. Using crack growth curves material constants C and m
were found. Stress intensity factor range values were found and
compared with analytical results.

2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The steel used in the present study is a high tensile
structural steel suitable for general engineering purposes and
suitable for all types of connections - welded, bolted and riveted
conforming to IS 2062 – 2011 [8]. Chemical analysis was done
to find the chemical composition of the material. Table 1 gives
the chemical composition of the steel and the specified values
of various constituents as per IS 2062. Mechanical properties
of the material were determined by carrying out tension tests as
per ASTM E 8M - 11 [9]. Table 2 gives the mechanical
properties of the steel and it satisfies the requirements of Grade
E300 (Fe 440) of IS 2062.
Composition

Tested
values
(%)

Specified (max)
(as per IS 2062:2011)
(%)

Carbon

0.13

0.20

Manganese

1.10

1.5

Phosphorus

0.034

0.045

Sulphur

0.038

0.045

Silicon

0.03

0.45
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Figure 2. Details of the specimen

3. SPECIMEN DETAILS
ASTM E 647 - 11 [10] recommends three types of
specimens, viz., Compact Tension [C(T)], Middle Tension
[M(T)] and Eccentrically-loaded Single Edge notch Tension
[ESE(T)] specimens for carrying out FCG studies on materials.
ESE(T) specimen was chosen due to its extended
configuration. Figure. 1 shows a typical ESE(T) specimen
configuration according to ASTM E 647 – 13a. Where, W is
width of the specimen, B is thickness of the specimen, an is
initial notch length and a is crack length. It is recommended
that the thickness of the specimen be in the range of (W/20) ≤
B ≤ (W/4). The length, width and thickness of the specimen
were 277.5 mm, 75 mm and 8 mm respectively. The diameter
of the holes were 15 mm (0.2W).
A notch of length 11.25 mm was cut at the mid height of
the specimen using the EDM (electro-discharge machine)
process. ASTM 1820 – 11 [12] specifies the different types of
notches (chevron notch, straight through notch, notch ending in
drilled hole and narrow notch) and their configurations. The
maximum width of the notch is W/16 and maximum included
angle of the notch is 60o. In this work straight through notch
was provided. The width of the notch was kept as 4.5 mm and
the included angle of the notch was kept as 60o. Figure. 2 shows
the details of the test specimen.

Tensile strength, σu
(MPa)
Yield strength, σy
(MPa)
% Elongation
Young’s modulus, E
(GPa)

According to ASTM G102 – 2010 [11] the corrosion
current density and corrosion rate were calculated and the
corresponding values were 2500 µA/cm2 and 28.669 mm/yr.
Table 3 gives the corrosion rate.

Table 4. Details of FCG Tests

Specimen ID

Frequency
(Hz)

Stress
ratio, R

Corrosion
Current
(A)

IS-CFCG8-4 AC

0.375

0.1

0.2

Faraday’s Law can be used to calculate the corrosion rate
𝐶𝑅 = 𝐾1

𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟
𝐸𝑊
𝜌

where,
CR
icor
K1
ρ

Figure. 3 shows the experimental set-up. Figure. 4
shows the close-up view of the specimen and Fig. 5 shows the
close-up view of the specimen after failure. For the FCG results
to be valid, it is required that the specimen be predominantly
elastic at all values of applied force. For the ESE(T) specimen
the following has to be satisfied:

= corrosion rate (mm/yr),
= corrosion density (µA/cm2),
= 3.27 × 10−3, mm g/µA cm yr,
= density (g/cm3)
Table 3. Corrosion rate

(𝑊 − 𝑎) ≥ (4⁄𝜋)(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝜎𝑌𝑆 )2

Specimen
ID

Corrosion
current
(A)

Current
density,
icor
(µA/cm2)

EW

Corrosion
Rate
(mm/yr)

ISCFCG8-4
AC

0.2

2500

27.53

28.669

Where,
(W-a) = uncracked ligament
σYS = yield strength
Kmax = maximum SIF

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The fatigue crack growth experiment was conducted
using a of ±250 kN capacity computer controlled servohydraulic fatigue rated Universal Testing Machine (UTM). For
carrying out CFCG tests it was required to provide a corrosion
environment surrounding the notch. A chamber made of
‘Perspex’ sheet containing 3.5% sodium chloride solution, was
fixed around the notch which acted as corrosion environment.
The water level in the chamber was kept at 30 mm below the
notch and 15 mm above the notch. The same level of 45 mm
was maintained throughout the test because the exposed area of
specimen in corrosion environment should not be varied. The
corrosion process was accelerated by increasing the corrosion
current which was supplied by a Regulated Power Supply
(RPS). The test was conducted at corrosion current of 0.2 A and
the test frequency was 0.375 Hz. The stress ratio was
maintained as 0.1.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Steel

Properties

4. CORROSION RATE CALCULATION

Tested
values
(%)

Specified (min)
(as per IS
2062:2011)
(%)

468

440

306

300

31.5

22

200

Figure 1. ESE(T) specimen configuration

Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Steel

For the test, the maximum and minimum load values
were 15.0 kN and 1.5 kN. The maximum load of the specimen
was determined by following equation as per ASTM E 1820 11 [12].

Servo hydraulic
fatigue rated UTM of
capacity ±250 kN

Corrosion chamber
containing 3.5%
NaCl solution

Regulated
Power Supply
(RPS)

Figure 3. Experimental set-up

0.4𝐵𝑏𝑜2 𝜎𝑌
𝑃𝑚 =
(2𝑊 + 𝑎𝑜 )
Where,
B
W
a0
b0
σy

Table 4 gives details of FCG tests. At regular
intervals the corrosive medium was removed and crack growth
data was recorded. Number of cycles for crack initiation and
crack propagation were recorded for specimen. The experiment
was continued till crack growth in the specimen became
unstable.

All dimensions are in mm.
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= thickness of the specimen, mm
= width of the specimen, mm
= initial notch length, mm
= uncracked ligament = W-a0, mm
= yield strength of the material, MPa
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for different crack lengths. For different crack lengths the stress
intensity factor range values were found. The values obtained
from experiment and Abaqus were compared. Table 5 gives the
comparison of values of stress intensity factor range.

Table 5. Comparison of ΔK Values

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 4. Close-up view of the specimen

Table 6 gives the details of crack initiation and
growth till elastic limit and failure of the tested specimen. It
also gives number of cycles at the end of experiment and the
corresponding crack length including initial notch length. The
test was terminated when the crack growth in the
specimen became unstable and the uncracked ligament was
insufficient to take further cyclic load. Figure. 6 shows images
Stress intensity factor range, ΔK
(MPa/√m)

Crack
length
(mm)

From experiment

11.25

13.273

8.97

13.191

14.610

10.166

15.566

16.295

11.460

18.615

18.610

13.119

20.595

20.245

14.287

32.431

33.726

23.714

From Abaqus*

* - Effect of corrosion is not considered.

Figure 5. Close-up view of the specimen after failure

6. COMPARISON OF ΔK VALUES

at different stages of fatigue cycles for the specimen. The crack
lengths were measured and plotted against the corresponding
number of load cycles as shown in Fig. 7.

(a) 92000 cycles
Crack length: 1.348 mm

(b) 114000 cycles
Crack length: 2.684 mm
Crack initiation

Figure. 8 shows the variation of fatigue crack growth rate
with log stress intensity factor range. Based on this relation, the
fatigue crack growth related material constants C and m were
found.

Specimen ID

According to the specifications of ASTM - 647 the stress
intensity factors range for ESE(T) specimen were calculated.
Using Abaqus, a finite element software models were created
Table 6. Results of FCG Tests

IS-CFCG8-4 AC

(c) 138000 cycles
Crack length: 4.954 mm

Crack length
corresponding to elastic
limit

End of experiment

Number
of cycles

Crack
length
(mm)

Number
of cycles

Crack
length*
(mm)

Number
of cycles

Crack
length*
(mm)

80000

0.279

204000

32.431

206476

45.302

* Including initial notch length of 11.25 mm

(d) 152000 cycles
Crack length: 5.837 mm
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(e) 180000 cycles
Crack length: 10.234 mm
Figure 6. Crack growth images of the specimen

(f) 206000 cycles
Crack length: 31.03 mm
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Table 7. Corrosion Fatigue Crack Growth Parameters

60

IS/CFCG8-4-AC

8. CONCLUSIONS

Crack length (a), mm

50
40
30
20
10
0
10000

100000

1000000

No of cycles (N)

Figure 7. Crack length vs. number of cycles curves
Stress intensity factor range (∆K) for different crack
length values was computed using the expression given in
ASTM E 647-11:
∆𝐾 = [
and

∆𝑃
𝐵√𝑊

[8]

]𝐹

∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐹 = 𝛼1/2 [1.4 + 𝛼][1 − 𝛼]−3/2 𝐺

Corrosion fatigue crack growth study was carried out on
ESE(T) specimen of IS 2062 steel in corrosion environment.
The test was conducted under constant amplitude loading by
using a ±250 kN capacity fatigue rated UTM. The corrosion
process was accelerated by applying a constant direct current
of 0.2 A. The loading frequency was 0.375 Hz and the stress
ratio was maintained as 0.1. Number of cycles to crack
initiation was determined and corrosion fatigue crack growth
rate was monitored. Based on the corrosion fatigue crack
growth data, FCG parameters C and m were determined. The
present experiment forms a part of the studies being carried out
at CSIR–SERC to evolve an accelerated corrosion fatigue
methodology to simulate real life corrosion fatigue damage.

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]
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Abstract: Structural health monitoring (SHM) is the process of monitoring the performance and evaluating the state of health of
structures based on measurements from on-structure sensing systems. This technique helps to detect the damages at the earlier stage
before failure occurs. The occurrence of damage in a structure produces changes in its global dynamic characteristics such as its
natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal damping, modal participation factors, impulse response and frequency response functions.
Various methods are available to detect the damages based on the dynamic characteristics of the structures as damage alters the
dynamic behaviour of the structure. Frequency Contour method is used in this paper, which is one of the less time consuming method,
in which the damage location and size can be detected accurately.
In a steel beam of size 20 mm x 20 mm and of length 300 mm, Numerical study is undergone to validate the Frequency
Contour method. The free vibration analysis is done in the beam in undamaged state and the first three natural frequencies is obtained
using ABAQUS, FEA Software. The same is done in damaged beams. In damaged beams cracks were created at various locations
along the length of the beam by varying the depths to 5 mm, 10 mm, 12 mm and 15 mm. The ratio of damaged to undamaged natural
frequencies gave the Normalized natural frequencies. The intersection of the contours of Normalized natural frequencies for the first
three modes plotted gives the crack location and depth. In order to plot the contours of Normalized natural frequencies code is written
in MATLAB. The prediction of damage by using Frequency contour method gave good results.
Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, Non-Destructive, Dynamic, Frequency Contour, Normalized natural frequencies, damage.

1. INTRODUCTION
SHM is concerned with performance monitoring of
structures to ascertain the strength and performance states of
critical members of the structures and determine the presence
of damage, or evaluate its degradation and remaining service
life. Damage changes the vibratory behaviour of a structure
and, therefore, structural diagnostics based on dynamic
methods has potentially great importance in engineering
applications. The parameters such as natural frequencies,
Mode shapes and Modal damping changes due to the presence
of damages in a structure. This has lead to the detection of
damage location, depth and its severity in the structure. The
essential underlying principle here is to compare the structural
behaviour in the damaged and undamaged states. In the field
of Structural Health Monitoring, Such studies have become an
active research.
Structural damage is often thought as a decay of the
mechanical properties of a portion of the structure and it is
represented by a localized decrease of stiffness. The presence
of damage in a structure can be detected using various
methods. In this study Frequency Contour method is used,
which is based on the changes in natural frequencies of the
structure. The study is carried out in a Simply supported steel
beam. The frequency measurements can be done accurately
and quickly which is the benefit of this method. In case of
single crack, measurement of first three Natural frequencies
will be sufficient to determine the crack location and depth.
Numerical study is undergone in this paper to validate the
Frequency Contour Method.
Conner Shane, et al [1] investigated three damage
locations for three damage cases for each location. . In this
study, discrete packets of sensor data were analyzed using the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) which is a discrete

realization of POD. To test the ability of the damage detection
algorithm to predict and localize damage, a finite element
(FE) model of a carbon-fiber epoxy plate was developed using
ANSYS. The results have shown that the developed algorithm
is capable of detecting both location and severity of damages
even under changing loading conditions and with a high level
of confidence. Jae-Hyung Park, et al [2] proposed an
improved GA-based damage detection algorithm using a set of
combined modal features that include natural frequency, mode
shape, and modal strain energy. Experimental tests were
performed on free-free beams; it was selected to reduce
modelling uncertainty related to support boundary conditions.
L. Pieczonka, W. J., et al [3] presented some preliminary
results with respect to investigates related to the effect of lowfrequency vibration on nonlinear vibro-acoustic wave
modulations. Numerical simulations have been performed to
investigate possible modal excitation frequencies for future
nonlinear vibro-acoustic wave modulation test used to detect
impact damage composites. T. Siebel, et al [4] studied the
application of vibration-based damage detection methods to a
wind turbine model. A numerical study has shown that the
proposed algorithms were capable to locate damage correctly
based on both strain and acceleration data. However, it was
demonstrated that curvatures calculated from acceleration data
have a high sensitivity to noise. Ahmed S. Noman , et al [5]
examined the Structural Health Monitoring Using VibrationBased Methods and Statistical Pattern Recognition
Techniques. The methods have been applied to the Crowchild
Bridge in Calgary to detect various damages. The Damage
Index and Matrix Update algorithms have been chosen for the
analysis. The method was found suitable for the study.
The main objective of this paper is to numerically
study the crack location and depth in a simply supported Steel
beam, using Frequency Contour Method.

The first three natural frequencies of a Uniform
simply supported beam is derived as follows. The equation
governing the transverse vibration of a straight beam
subjected to external force is used for deriving the Natural
vibration frequencies. The general solution obtained is
Ф(x) = C1 sin βx + C2 cos βx + C3 sinh βx +
C4 cosh βx
and

β4 = ω2m
EI

(2)

At both ends of the beam displacement and bending
moment are zero. Thus applying for x= 0 and x = L in the
corresponding equations and substituting in equation (1) gives
Ф(x) = C1 sin βx + C3 sinh βx
βL = nπ

(3)

n = 1,2,3,…

(4)

20 mm

Depth of the beam

20 mm

Length of the beam

300 mm

Poisson’s ratio

0.35

Elastic modulus

2.06 x 105 MPa

Density

7850 kg/m3

Element type

C3D8I, an eight noded brick
element

The damaged and undamaged natural frequencies
obtained were used for finding the Normalized natural
frequencies, which is the ratio of damaged natural frequency
(ωd) to that of the undamaged natural frequency (ω).

By using equation (2) we get
2 2

ωn = n π (EI/mL4)1/2

n = 1,2,3,…

(5)

By substituting n = 1,2,3,… the vibration
frequencies for infinite series can be obtained. The first,
Second and Third natural frequencies obtained are ω1 =
π2(EI/mL4)1/2, ω2 = 4ω1, ω3 = 9ω1.

3. FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS USING
ABAQUS FEA SOFTWARE
Figure.1 Cracked beam model

3.1Modelling
A decrease in natural frequencies, Stiffness and
damping can be observed due to the presence of crack in
structures. In Frequency Contour method, the changes in
natural frequencies were taken as a basic criterion to detect the
damages. Free vibration analysis is carried out in a simply
supported steel beam using ABAQUS FEA Software. Table 1
shows the properties of the beam.
The first three natural frequencies for the beam in
undamaged state has been obtained by free Vibration Analysis.
In the beam a single crack has been has been modeled and the
free vibration analysis was performed considering the
geometric and material non linearity. Totally 116 damaged
beams were used for the analysis, in which the cracks
provided were modeled as Open cracks along the bottom of
the beam with various depths (d) of 5mm 10mm, 12mm and
15mm at each location(x) of 8mm interval along the length of
the beam as shown in Figure.2.
The first three natural frequencies were obtained for
each damaged beam model. The damaged natural frequencies
obtained were lesser than the undamaged natural frequencies,
which confirmed the damage.
Table 1. Properties of the beam

Figure.2 First Mode Shape of a damaged beam
(d = 5 mm, x = 158 mm)

Figure.3 Second Mode Shape of a damaged beam
(d = 5 mm, x = 158 mm)
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(1)

Width of the beam
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Figure.5 Surface plot for first Normalized natural frequencies

Figure.6 Surface plot for second Normalized natural
frequencies

Table 2. First Normalized natural frequencies

Table 3. Second Normalized natural frequencies

Figure.4 Third Mode Shape of a damaged beam
(d = 5 mm, x = 158 mm)

Tables 2, 3 and 4 lists the first three
Normalized natural frequencies of the damaged beams
with single crack located at various locations with
varying depths.

4.1 Comparison of Normalized natural
frequencies
The comparison of the Normalized natural
frequencies of the damaged beams is done using the surface
plot. The effect of damages in beams varies depending upon
the location and depth of the crack. The surface plot is plotted
by writing coding in MATLAB Software. Figure.5 shows the
surface plot of the first Normalized natural frequencies. The
changes in natural frequency were found to be low at both the
ends of the beam, and at the centre of the beam the variation is
higher. Therefore, it may be concluded that, towards the
centre of the beam there will be a greater change in natural
frequency in the case of simply supported beams. The
Bending Moment will be Maximum at the centre and zero at
the supports for simply supported beams. Hence, there will be
a decrease in Normalized natural frequency when there is an
increase in Bending Moment and vise versa. From Figure.5 it
may be noted that when the depth of crack is more, a greater
variation in Normalized natural frequencies were observed. In
some cases a particular natural frequency may correspond to
the different crack locations.
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Figure.2, 3, 4 shows the first, second and third
Mode shape of a damaged beam with damage located (x) at
158 mm and depth (d) 5 mm.
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Figure.9 Frequency Contour plot for Normalized frequency
of 0.9526 for the Second Mode
The contour plot of Normalized frequency for first,
second and third modes were shown in Figure.8, Figure.9 and
Figure.10 respectively. Since, the frequencies depend on the
crack depth and location these values can be uniquely
determined by the solution of a function having solutions one
order higher than the number of unknowns to be determined.
This is the reason for the requirement of three modes in order
to detect a single crack location. If more parameters other than
the crack depth and location are required, then one will
require more number of modes to identify the unknown
parameters.
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Figure.10 Frequency Contour plot for Normalized frequency
of 0.9887 for the Third Mode
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Figure. 8, 9, 10 shown above are then plotted on
the same plot to detect the crack. The intersection of the three
contours of Normalized natural frequencies gives the crack
depth and location. Figure. 11 show the contour plot of the
three Normalized frequencies. The three contours are found to
intersect at the location (x) 88 mm and crack depth (d) 12 mm.
This location detected is the actual location of the crack
modelled in the beam.

Figure.8 Frequency Contour plot for Normalized frequency of
0.8034 for the First Mode
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In frequency contour method, the identification of
damage is based upon the changes in natural frequencies. In
this method, the intersection of the contours of the first three
Normalized natural frequencies gives the crack location and
depth. A contour line, which has the same normalized
frequency change resulting from a combination of different
crack depths and crack locations, could be plotted in a curve
with crack location and crack depth as its axes. The crack
located at 88mm from the left support of the beam with a
crack depth of 12mm is considered for the study of single
damage detection in the beam. The Normalized natural
frequencies at this location are 0.8034 for first mode, 0.9526
for the second mode and 0.9887 for the third mode from
Tables 2,3 and 4. The contour plot of the three Normalized
natural frequencies was plotted by writing coding in
MATLAB Software.
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6
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4.2 Damage Identification

250
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The surface plot for the second Normalized natural
frequencies is shown in Figure. 6. At the centre of the beam,
the natural frequency variations were found to be greater. The
natural frequency variations are found to be very low at onethird and two-third positions. Comparing to first mode the
changes in natural frequencies are very low. From Figure.7 it
may be observed that there is a slight change in natural
frequency at the supports of the beam and then there is a rapid
decrease in natural frequency.
Only a slight variation in natural frequencies is
observed in third mode comparing to first mode. A very small
variation in frequency is observed when the crack depth is
small. To determine the crack location and depth, measuring
the first three natural frequencies will be sufficient. It may be
concluded that when the crack depth is increased to 75% of
beam depth the natural frequency is decreased significantly. In
addition to the above conclusion it may also be noted that at
the location where the Bending Moment is maximum,
decrease in frequencies is greatest.
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Figure.11 Frequency contour plot of first three modes of
0.8034, 0.9526, 0.9887 Normalized frequencies.
The location and depth of the crack is thus
accurately and easily located using the Frequency contour
method. Thus, the Frequency contour Method is validated.

5. CONCLUSION
Numerical study of damage detection using
Frequency Contour Method in a steel beam is done in this
paper, The basic assumption is that, due to damages in the
structures the natural frequency, Stiffness gets decreased and
the damping is increased. In this study it is found that when
the crack depth is increased to 75% of the beam depth, greater
decrease in natural frequencies were obtained this is due to the
fact that as more materials gets removed the stiffness of the
beam decreases and hence the natural frequency. The first
three natural frequencies will be sufficient to determine the
crack depth and crack location for a beam with a single crack.
The method is found to be very simple and less time
consuming. The location and depth of the cracks were
accurately detected and matches with the damages created in
the beam. Thus, this method can be used to detect the damage
in actual structural elements.
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Analytical Study Of Explosion Resistance Scaling On
Reinforced Concrete Slab Under Free Air-Burst Blast
Load
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Department of Civil Engineering,
Mepco Schlenk Engineering College,
Sivakasi-626005

2.1 SCALING RULE OF WOVE BLAST
Hopkinson-Kornez scaling rule which is usually
known as cube root has the most usage in scaling blast (Mays
and Smith, 1995; Bangash, 1993). Consider two bombs with
W1and W2 weights that have d1 and d2 diameter respectively
and are made from the same explosive.W1 and W2 are related
to the.
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Mepco Schlenk Engineering college,
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d1/d2=(w1/w2)

1/3

.

3. FREE AIR-BURST LOADING USING
ABAQUS FEA SOFTWARE
Abstract: In real condition the experimental study of scale on explosion resistance of reinforced concrete slab has highly expenses in
conduction experiments. This analytical result of the work are overly desirable and close to the real time condition. This work indicates
the obvious effect of scale on dynamic response resistance, stress strain behaviour, deflection of unilateral slab of reinforced concrete
which are exposed to blast loading due to sudden explosion. To achieve this study reinforced concrete slab which were exposed to blast
loading. Explosion test on this reinforced concrete slab which has different standoff distance. The slab are supported at its two ends using
a suitable support condition. This work is analyze using the finite element software ABAQUS. The result of this experimental work is
compared with the result obtained from the analytical result. From result the detachment in two slab of reinforced concrete both big and
small is similar. The analytical behaviour of the slab is moreover same as that of the experimental behaviour.

The slab is modelled using the finite element
modeling software ABAQUS. The specimen tested using the
software are of size 1000x1000x40mm.
The analytical work of the experimental work is done
using the ABAQUS software. The blast load is applied using
the explicit dynamics in the ABAQUS. The TNT value used in
the analytical work for 0.31kg and the standoff distance is
0.4m.

Keywords: Blast load, dynamic response resistance, deflection, damage mode, scaling.
on the surroundings. Thus, the sudden conversion of chemical
1. INTRODUCTION
energy into kinetic energy with the release of heat, light and
About 70 per cent of India’s production of fireworks
and matches accounts from Sivakasi, town in Virudhunagar
district in Tamilnadu. With around 480 firework factories
employing about 40000 direct labourers and 100000 indirect
labourers, an equal proportion of unauthorized sector is also
controlling the manufacturing of firework products. These units
manufacture about 300 unique varieties of fireworks. The
market for fireworks is likely to grow at the rate of 10 per cent
per annum. So, in a desperate attempt to improvise and meet
the demand for light over sound, the industries have been
experimenting dangerously, trying new processes and chemical
combinations, which the workers are not used to. For the
employers the business becomes a highly profitable one but the
workers suffer a lot, which mostly goes unnoticed. Sometimes,
child labourers are compelled to experiment with high-risk
chemicals such as potassium chlorate, which emphasizes
mainly on glittering aerial display but, which might also cause
a catastrophic effect that may affect not only them but the whole
neighborhood. Accidental explosions during the manufacturing
process can cause loss of men, material, money and
infrastructure. On the other hand, some of the unregistered units
operate in the night hours, violating the rules as even an electric
spark can trigger major accidents. A random survey conducted
in 77 authorized industries and 16 unauthorized industries,
recommended for construction of a blast resistant structure with
necessary infrastructure facilities to minimize the effects of an
explosion. An explosion is a sudden increase in volume and
release of energy in a violent manner, usually with the
generation of high temperature and release of gas. It is a
chemical reaction when initiated, undergoes a very rapid
decomposition releasing large volume of highly heated gas that
exert pressure
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After feeding the necessary data’s in the software for
the slab is loaded and the result is checked is compared using
the result obtained from the experimental work.
Table 1. Properties of materials

mechanical shock causes abrupt destruction. The Explosives
Act, 1884 is a comprehensive law regulating the manufacture,
possession, sale, transportation, exportation and importation of
explosives in India. Based on this act, Explosives Rules 1983,
Gas Cylinders Rules 1981 and Static and Mobile Pressure
Vessels Rules 1981 were framed to prevent accidents at various
points of handling of explosives in India.
Behavioral analysis and calculations of resistant
construction which is used for protecting against dynamic
loading such as aerial blast must be noticed both in military and
civil and buildings with different uses. Herein blast tests on
reinforced concrete symbols and in complete scale are
necessary. However, these tests are somehow limited due to
safety and economic issues. This research includes evaluation
of scale on RC one-sided reinforced concrete under blast
loading.

2. FREE AIR BURST LOADING
When a blast is occurred next to or over a
construction that there is not any kind of reinforcement of first
shock between the source of explosives and construction, in
that case the load of blast on construction pressure is called
open space blast.

Fig 1. Property assigned specimen.
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Fig 3. Meshed model of the specimen.

Table 2. Specification of blast loading

SCALE
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SCALE
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DISTAN
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0.31

0.4
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The deflection value obtained in the analytical
study of the reinforced concrete slab slightly varies when
compared to the experimental value. The variation in the
deflection is due to the application of the load in open
environment which alter the load effect on the test specimen.
The deflection of the first slab is about 9mm where as in the
analytical study the deflection is about 14.54 mm which is
slightly higher. More over the deflection obtained for the
analytical study is about plus or minus 5-10%

Figure 1.blast due to explosion in open
space(TM5-1300, 1969).
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From the result the failure patter are the same for almost
all of cases. Bigger samples face with more damages and
smaller one face less damages.
The surface which expose to the blast loading are damaged
seviour which causes more damage. The standoff distance,
explosion mass has the major influence over the damage of the
slab.
The spacing and the size of the reinforcement plays a
major role. Less spacing and bigger size reinforcement
sample will encounter a less amount of damage.
The locally damages on concrete slabs with bigger scale
compared to concrete slabs with smaller scale factor indicate
that by increasing the number of scale, this amount decreases.

Fig 8. Stress vs Time graph.
Table 3. Comparison of experimental and analytical
deflection.
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Abstract: An experimental investigation was carried out to study the effect of hybrid fibers on the strength and behavior of High
performance concrete beam column joints subjected to cyclic load. A total of 12 reinforced concrete beams column joints were casted
and tested. Design mix of M25 is chosen which is widely used in residential. Crimped steel fibers and Glass fibers were used in hybrid
form. From cube tests, the volume fraction of (i) crimped steel fibers 0.75% (ii) glass fibers viz. 0.33% gives best results. Addition of
fibers in hybrid form improved many of the engineering properties such as the crack pattern, ultimate load and ductility factor of the
composite. The combination of 0.75% volume fraction of steel fibers and 0.33% volume fraction of Glass fibers gave better
performance with respect to energy dissipation capacity and stiffness degradation than the other combinations. This project proposed
that beam column joint is the weak zone where failure occurs and crack pattern is linear form. To resist the cracks, different types of
fibers in linear form are introduced in the joint and also to improve the ductility property in the weak zone of the Beam-Column joint.
Keywords: energy dissipation, stiffness degradation, hybrid fibers, beam-column joint, ductility factor

1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete made from ordinary Portland cement is strong in
compression but weak in tension and tends to be brittle.
Recent Earthquakes Failures majorly happen by improper
design of reinforced concrete structures with low ductility
.This study is to increase Strength and ductility of structures
depend mainly on proper detailing in beam column joints. The
forces acting at the junction interrupt the shear strength of the
member. Seismic force is a type of force in which horizontal
and vertical forces whose magnitudes are very much higher in
the adjacent beam columns. Ordinary Portland cement loses
its tensile resistance after the formation of multiple cracks at
the zone. To resist these types of cracks and to improve the
strength and to make the structure more ductile in nature
Hybrid mix of Fibers are added to resist Tensile resistance of
cyclic loading. Beam column joint is the crucial zone in
structural component. To transfers the loads from beam to
column adequate stiffness and strength is provided. Formation
of Plastic hinge is prevented in column which makes the
entire structure collapse within fraction of time. To make the
Beam column joint more ductile in nature closed hoop stirrups
are provided in Transverse reinforcement for the entire
Development length Reinforcing Bars was recommended in
IS 13920:1993 with maximum of 150mm spacing. Diagonal
reinforcement is provided in joint zone which transfer the
compression loads to tensile zone.
This Study aims to provide information on the properties and
applications of the more commonly available fibers and their
uses to produce concrete with certain characteristics. A fiber
is a small reinforcing material produced from various
materials like steel, glass. A numerical parameter describing a
fiber as its aspect ratio is defined as the fiber length, divided
by fiber diameter [l/d].Typical aspect ratio [l/d] range from 30
to 150. Fibers of diameters are 0.25 to 0.76 mm for steel and
0.02 to 0.5 mm for other fibers. In this Study selection of
Steel fiber of aspect ratio 60 and Glass fiber of aspect Ratio
100 is chosen. The plain concrete fails suddenly when the
deflection corresponding to the ultimate flexural strength is
increased, on the other hand fiber-reinforced concrete

continue to sustain considerable loads even at deflections
considerably in excess of the fracture deflection of the plain
concrete.
N.Ganesan et. al has carried out an experimental programme
to compare the behavior of high performance concrete (HPC)
and steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRHPC) beam –Column
joints under cyclic loading. Liu, Cong et. al has investigated
the seismic behaviour and failure modes of beam-column joint
sub-assemblies reinforced with steel fibers to compare the
performance of steel fiber reinforced Beam – Column joints
were compared with that of conventional joints. Tang Jiuru
et. al has studied about the behavior of beam-column joints
that employ steel-fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC), under
reversed cyclic loading. K.R.Bindhu et. al has investigated
the effect of cross-inclined bars at the joint as confining
reinforcement on the behaviour of exterior reinforced concrete
beam-column connections subjected to earthquake loading.

2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
Reinforcement detailing is very difficult in the Beam-column
Joint because of providing transverse reinforcement is getting
congested compaction is not possible at that zones. This study
is to increase tensile resistance of the exterior beam-column
joints and to increase the strength of the joints.it is possible to
achieve the high ductile behavior in the beam column joints
by providing hybrid combination mix of steel and glass fibers.
By providing hybrid fibers at these joints, it reduces the
transverse reinforcement and prevents the congestion in
reinforcement at the joints.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
3.1 Materials

fractions (<1%), in fiber reinforced concrete, have an
insignificant effect on both the compressive and tensile
strength.
Steel Fiber of size (30mm with 0.5 Diameter) which have a
Aspect ratio of 60.
Generally SFRC is very ductile and particularly well
suited for structures which are required to exhibit:
High fatigue strength resistance to impact, blast and
shock loads

Shrinkage control of concrete

Tensile strength, very high flexural, shear

Erosion and abrasion resistance to splitting

Temperature resistance, high thermal

Earth quake resistance
The degree of improvement gained in any specific property
exhibited by SFRC is dependent on a number of factors that
include:Concrete mix and its age

Steel fiber content, volume fraction

Fiber geometry, its aspect ratio (length to diameter ratio)
and bond characteristics volume fraction.
Glass fiber–reinforced concrete is (GFRC) basically a
concrete composition which is composed of material like
cement, sand, water, and admixtures, in which short length
discrete glass fibers are dispersed. Glass Fiber of size (50mm
with 0.2 Diameter) which have an aspect ratio of 100.
Including fibers in the concrete can improve the tensile
strength and impact strength of the material. GFRC has been
used for a period of 30 years in several construction elements
but at that time it was not so popular, mainly in non-structural
ones, like facing panels (about 80% of the GRC production),
used in piping for sanitation network systems, decorative nonrecoverable formwork, and other products. At the beginning
age of the GFRC development, one of the most considerable
problems was the durability of the glass fiber, which becomes
more brittle with time, due to the alkalinity of the cement
mortar. After some research, significant improvement have
been made, and presently, the problem is practically solved
with the new types of alkali-resistant (AR resistance) glass
fibers and with mortar additives that prevent the processes
that lead to the embrittlement of GFRC.

3.2 Mix Proportion
Normal Concrete Design of M25 is chosen with reference to
IS 13920 which is normally used for Residential buildings.
The Code prefers a Minimum grade of M20.Workability of
the Concrete mix is kept constant at the compaction factor of
0.9.Mix proportions were maintained constant for all the
mixes. However the Steel and Glass Fibers were added to the
reinforced concrete to increase the tensile resistance in the
beam column joint.
Table 1 Mix Proportions (kg/m3)
Cement

Fine Aggregate

Coarse Aggregate

Water

412

419.25

1349

0.43

3.1.1 Steel Fiber reinforced concrete

3.3 Specimen Details

Steel fiber reinforced concrete is a composite material which
is made up from cement concrete mix and steel fibers as a
reinforcing. The steel fibers, which are uniformly distributed
in the cementations mix .This mix, have various volume
fractions, geometries, orientations and material properties. It
has been shown in the research that fibers with low volume

In this paper, twelve exterior beam column joints were cast
and tested under cyclic loading. The dimensions and details of
the reinforcement of the beam column joints are given in
Figure 1. The column was reinforced with four numbers of 12
mm diameter high yield strength deformed (HYSD) bars, and
the beam was provided with 12 mm diameter HYSD bars at
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Experimental study of casting and testing of 12numbers of
exterior beam column joints tested with reverse cyclic
loading. Mix proportions of crimped steel fibers 0.75% (58.
kg/m3) and glass fibers of 0.33% (24.2 kg/m3). The Cross
sections of Beam-column joint is 150 x 200mm. Column is
Reinforced with Four numbers of 12mm diameter, and 10mm
diameter of diagonal reinforcement with development length
of 280mm from both the joints along top and bottom
directions in column. Beam is reinforced with 2Nos of 12mm
diameter of HYSD bars at top and bottom. 6mm diameter bar
is used as ties in columns and stirrups in beams. The
dimensions and detailed reinforcement is shown in figure 1.

3.1.2 Glass Fiber reinforced concrete
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the top and bottom to entire length of the Beam. HYSD bars
of 6 mm diameter were used as ties in columns and stirrups in
the beams. Different Mix proportions of Steel Fibers of 0.25,
0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 and glass Fibers of 0.33, 0.67 and 1 is
mixed along with all the proportions with steel and glass
together into a hybrid form. From the results obtained from
the different volume fractions of Fibers, Steel of 0.75% and
glass of 0.33% gives the best values in both compression and
tension.

Figure 1 Details of Reinforcement

3.4 Testing
The Test Frame Setup of 20tonnes is arranged in order to
apply cyclic load on the exterior beam column joint as
Cantilever action. Specimens were testes after 28days of
curing. Column is arrested at both top and bottom to provide
lateral movements while applying loads. Top portion of
column is arrested like hinges support by use of Load cell,
bottom portion is arrested by steel casing arranged for the
specimen size.
Axial Compressive load of 20% of axial capacity of the
column is applied over the column to make stable. Beam is
loaded with reverse cyclic loading through 200kN hydraulic
jack connected to loading was increased; the loading was
continued till the failure obtains at the joint. For every
intervals of loading, the deflection at the beam is noted down
by use of dial gauge having a least count of 0.01mm and
50mm travel.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Load-Deflection behavior

Figure 2 Experimental Test Setup

3.5 Behavior of the specimens:
The failure is first observed in beam column junction.
Continuous increasing in load additional cracks on beam
portion and propagation of some of the initial cracks. Failure
of the cracks widened leading to the failure of the joint. Most
of the cracks developed at the beam near the column. Hybrid
mix concretes have more number of finer cracks was formed
the hybrid combination of glass and steel fiber is used to
control the cracks both micro and macro level. Glass fiber
arrest the macro cracks and it control the formation of macro
cracks, Steel fiber plays a role in restrict the widening of
macro cracks and increase the energy absorption capacity of
the member.

4.2 First Crack and Ultimate Load

It shows the typical load deflection plots of HFRC specimen
tested under reversed cyclic loading. The load–deflection
obtained for the joints was similar to that obtained for steel
fiber reinforced concrete. The load deflection is drawn in
graph for graphical representation by use of the load applied
to the specimen to its deflection value. Using these envelopes
the first crack load, energy absorption capacity and ductility
factor for the specimens were obtained and listed. It can be
observed from Fig. that in HFRC, the ultimate load and the
corresponding deflection of specimens were increased as the
hybrid fibre content increases. This could be attributed to the
ability of these fibres in arresting the micro cracks as well as
macro cracks. As and when micro cracks develop in the
matrix, the glass fibres in the vicinity of such micro cracks
will try to arrest these cracks and prevent further propagation.
After the formation of cracks steel fibres intercept them and
the bridging action of fibres reduces the widening of cracks.
Also the cracks have to take a meandering path due to the
interception of fibres which results in the demand of more
energy for further propagation of cracks; this in turn increases
the ultimate load. However, at higher percentages of glass
fibre content, in fact, a reduction in strength has been found.

3.6 Finite Element Analysis using Abaqus

First crack load and ultimate load of the specimens are given
in Table. First crack load was determined from the envelop
curve of the load deflection plot corresponding to the point at
which the curve deviated from linearity. From the calculated
values it can be observed that first crack load increased with
increase in fiber content, which may be due to the increase in
tensile strain carrying capacity of concrete in the
neighborhood of fibers. The first crack load increased by 18%
for GFRC and 31% for SFRC specimens. It has been found
that addition of hybrid fibres increases first crack load by 37%
and ultimate load by 62% for HFR0C specimen with 0.75%
(55.5 kg/m3) steel fibres and 0.33% (24.4 kg/m3) glass fibres
when compared to specimen without .Energy absorption
capacity and displacement ductility The area under the load
deflection curve indicates the energy absorption capacity.
Energy absorption capacity was calculated and the values
obtained are given in Table 2. From the Table it can be seen
that energy absorption capacity consistently increases and
maximum for HFRC specimen with 0.75% (55.5 kg/m3) steel
fibres and 0.33% (24.4 kg/m3) glass fibres, which is
approximately 3 times higher than that of HPC joints. It is
required that an earthquake resistant structure should be
capable of deforming in a ductile manner when subjected to
lateral loads in several cycles in the elastic range. Ductility of
a structure is its ability to undergo deformation beyond the
initial yield deformation, while still sustaining load. The
ductility factor which is a measure of ductility of a structure is
defined as the ratio of maximum deflection (d u) to the
deflection at yield (dy). The ductility factors were calculated
and the results obtained are given in Table. The details of the
procedure adopted are described elsewhere [22]. The values in
Table 2 and 3 shows that the fibers present in the mixtures
influence the energy absorption capacity and ductility.
Compared to HPC specimen the ductility factor is increased
by 2.5 times.

5. CONCLUSION
Figure 5 Energy Absorption Graph
Table 2 Energy Absorption

Figure 3 Plotting of Deflection contour in specimen

Designation
of the
Specimen
GS 0
GS 1
GS 2
GS 3

Area
Under load
(mm2)
11.5
19
20
19.5

Deflection
curve

Energy
Absorption

10
7.4
7.4
7.4

1.15
2.57
2.70
2.63

Table 3 Ductility Factor

Specimen
GS 0
GS 1
GS 2
GS 3

Ultimate
Deflection
(mm)
20
19.8
19.4
19.2

Yield
Deflection
(mm)
11
6.45
6.35
6.4

Ductility
Factor
1.82
3.07
3.06
3
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The main aim of this paper is to determine load deflection
characteristics, energy dissipation, ductility and stiffness
degradation of hybrid fiber reinforced beam column joints
subjected to reverse cyclic loading were investigated.
1) Hybrid mix Fiber shows the increase the first- crack
Strength as well as better ductile in nature. Glass
Fiber reduces the micro Cracks, where Metallic
fiber of steel Reduce the macro cracks.
2) Expecting results of more than 3times the strength
of Controlled mix specimen with 0.75% of steel
fiber and 0.33% of glass fiber mixed with hybrid
type in the junction.
3) This study deals possible to reduce the
reinforcement in the beam-column joints for
construction difficulties.
4) The comparison between the analytical with the
experimental values there is no much difference
between this deflection and loading values more or
less same in both.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the experimental study on the variation in the load carrying capacity between concrete filled GFRP
box beams of size 1200x150x200 mm is predicted by varying thickness of GFRP box beams as 4mm, 6mm and the concrete strength
as M40. The material properties of cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate would be found out. The compressive strength of
concrete cube would be found out to confirm the strength – grade 40. Study results showed that in addition to many advantages due to
its formation, the Box Beam showed superior physical and mechanical properties. It was found that the flexural strength and fracture
toughness values of Composite beams significantly increased stiffness when compared to reference values. Flexural two point load
would be applied on the box beams filled with plain concrete. The experimental test was performed to find the flexural strength, load
carrying capacity, deflection, load deflection relationship, load strain relationship and stiffness ratio for various thickness of box
beams. The analytical Study was performed by using ANSYS to evaluate the deformation of the specimen. The experimental study of
beams showed that the box beam having higher thickness will increase the load carrying capacity and stiffness and also decrease the
deflection. In ANSYS by varying both thickness of GFRP box as well as grade of concrete is analysed. The proposed finite element
model shows increased resistance to deformation when concrete is used as infill material and the deformation decreases when the
grade of concrete and thickness of box beam increases.
Keywords: Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP), Box Beams, Flexural Strength, Stiffness.

1. INTRODUCTION
The needs and demands of humans in the field of
material technologies increase each day in parallel to the
problems experienced in materials. Researchers investigate
new material types and applications and try to produce new
designs to decrease these problems and to satisfy these
demands .In recent years, many researchers have concentrated
on composite materials, which can be considered as a
derivative of these materials. Composite materials have
required properties and are preferred in a wide variety of
fields including the construction sector. In addition to their
high resistance and good performance towards environmental
factors, these materials are preferred since they have all the
properties desired by the researchers and they can be
produced in different combinations. In addition to their
superior mechanical resistance, these new generation
composite materials draw the attention of researchers due to
the properties such as their lightweight structure, corrosion
resistance and high resistance to chemicals, electric insulation,
low density and high resistance/density ratio.
Concrete-filled glass fiber–reinforced polymer
(GFRP) box beams represent an efficient structural building
element having several advantages over conventional
reinforced concrete elements. The GFRP Box acts as stay-inplace formwork, greatly reducing construction cost and time
as well as serving as external reinforcement eliminating the
need for internal steel reinforcement. In addition, the GFRP
Box provides concrete confinement as well as increased
resistance to degradation in corrosive environments. Although
many studies have been performed for circular concrete-filled
GFRP members in both axial and flexural applications, much
less attention has been given to rectangular sections. The
studies shows that a closed hollow rectangular GFRP section
with webs extending above the compression flange providing
formwork for a concrete compression flange.
The

investigated rectangular filament wound concrete filled tubes
with combined axial and flexural loading, studied T-beams
constructed of concrete filled rectangular GFRP pultruded
beams with concrete slabs attached with shear studs.
GFRP composites are generally used in curtain wall
systems, pedestrian and vehicle bridges, soil improvements,
pipes, repair and reinforcement works in the construction
industry. The construction sector constitutes a significant part
of the GFRP composite market, followed by the automotive
sector. However, since these materials are not yet well
recognized by users and designers, they are not considered as
a replacement for other materials. It is estimated that GFRP
composites can be a good solution in a significant part of
available applications. Recently, the use of composite
materials has rapidly increased and it is gradually developing
in many technical fields including the construction sector. In
this development process, the construction industry is
constantly working to develop new construction technology to
design and obtain more economical solutions. These new
generation composites, which are generally preferred in
secondary constructions, which are not considered as bearing
elements in the construction sector, are today also used as
bearing elements, as main construction elements. Particularly
after the increase of the serial production of GFRP
composites, they began to be used more effectively in
buildings for different purposes. The use of Glass fiber
reinforced composites, which are lightweight and have a high
resistance, in corrosion, repair and improvement works has
increased.
Reinforcement and improvement works involving
the wrapping of GFRP laminates on the bottom surfaces of
beams and GFRP fabrics on all surfaces of columns are the
most widely known applications of these types of composites
with concrete. Like in various study units, the most recent

research and development studies have concentrated on
hybrid systems where conventional construction materials
particularly such as concrete and composite materials are used
in combination. Recently much of the research has focused on
hybrid GFRP columns formed by concrete-filled or hollow
GFRP pipes. The tendency in scientific studies clearly shows
that in the near future, the use of GFRP composites in new
buildings will mainly concentrate on the use of box structure.
Many studies have shown that the use of GFRP composites
with conventional materials like concrete were one of the
solutions to eliminate certain deficiencies and disadvantages
in construction elements. The first studies on hybrid designs,
where GFRP profiles and concrete were used in combination,
began. In the first studies, positive results were obtained by
using concrete to increase rigidity and compressive strength
inside GFRP profile.
The idea of using GFRP - Concrete box system as a
flexural element it were reported that the GFRP profile used
in the formed system offered advantages in formwork,
lightweight structure and resistance and could yield more
than50% lightweight structure when compared to
conventional plate systems.
They formed permanent
formwork by using concrete in a T-section GFRP profile and
increased material resistance. In previous studies on hybrid
systems which were formed by filling concrete inside the
GFRP profile; the behavior of a box beam system under
uniaxial load flexural behavior were again analyzed. Various
studies were conducted on the long term creep and shrinkage
effects of box beams, on behaviors under repetitive loads, on
the effects on impact loads , on shear behavior and material
fatigue and on frost-thaw effects.

2. MATERIAL USED
Cement: Ordinary Portland cement of 53 grade confirming to
IS 8112 – 1989 and specific gravity of 3.15 is used.
Sl.No

Tests

Results

1

Specific gravity

3.15

2

Initial setting time

80 minutes

3

Final setting time

453 minutes

4

28days compressive
strength

45.33/mm2

Sl.N
o

Tests

Results

1

Specific gravity

2.72

2

Fineness modulus

2.67

3

Bulk density

1806 kg/m3

4

Water absorption

1.1%

Table 3 Properties of coarse aggregate
Super plasticizer : Conplast SP 430 is based on sulphonated
Naphthalene Polymer and supplied as brown liquid instantly
dispersible in water, having specific gravity of 1.220 to 1.225
@ 300C
MIX PROPORTION
Design of concrete mixes involves determination of the
proportions of the given constituents namely, cement, Water,
Coarse aggregate and fine aggregate with admixtures if any.
Workability is specified as the important property of concrete
in the fresh state. For hardened state compressive strength and
durability will be considered. According to IS 1343 – 2009
mix ratio for M40 grade is 1 : 2.56 : 3.26 : 0.4
GFRP BOX
In this paper GFRP BOX of various thickness such as 4mm
and 6mm is used for concrete filling. The GFRP BOX acts as
stay in-place formwork, greatly reducing construction cost
and time as well as serving as external reinforcement
eliminating the need for internal steel reinforcement. GFRP
BOX provides concrete confinement as well as increased
resistance to degradation in corrosive environments. The boxbeams made of the fiber-reinforced composite materials are
used extensively in many engineering applications because of
their good mechanical properties, such as high strength.
Density, Kg/m3

1960

Ea Gpa

505

EbGpa

Table 1 Properties of cement
Fine aggregate: Locally available Natural River sand of
specific gravity 2.6 and size below 4.75 mm confirming to
zone II of IS 383 – 1970 is used. Its fineness modulus and
bulk density are 2.67 and 1415 kg/m3

Prba

9.9
0.063

GabGpa

3.7

GbcGpa

1.4

Sl.N
o

Tests

Results

GcaGpa

1.4

1

Specific gravity

2.67

Xc,Gpa

2.277

2

Fineness modulus

2.67

Xt,Gpa

1.265

3

Water absorption

0.6%

Yc,Gpa

0.065

Yt,Gpa

0.05

Table 2 Properties of fine aggregate
Coarse aggregate: Crushed stone of size less than 20mm
with specific gravity of 2.66 and bulk density of 1415 kg/m3
is used

Table 4 Material properties of GFRP
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3. SPECIMEN DETAILS
A box beam of length 1200mm and width 150 mm having
depth 200 mm is casted for varying thickness of GFRP Box as
4mm and 6mm respectively. The concrete of grade M40 is
filled inside the box beam. The Box itself acts as a external
reinforcement so there is no need for any internal
reinforcement. Four specimens are casted for various
thickness.

LOAD – STIFFNESS RELATIONSHIP

5. ANALYTICAL STUDY

As the thickness increases the stiffness also increases. The
specimen 4 showed high stiffness compared to specimen 1

ANSYS is a general purpose finite element analysis (FEA)
Software Package. Finite element analysis is a numerical
method of deconstructing a complex system into very small
pieces (of user-designated size) called elements. The software
implements equations that govern the behavior of these
elements and solves them all; creating a comprehensive
explanation of how the system acts as a whole. These results
then can be presented in tabulated or graphical forms. This
type of analysis is typically used for the design and
optimization of a system far too complex to analyze by hand.
Systems that may fit into this category are too complex due to
their geometry, scale or governing equations.

Fig 5 Load vs Stiffness curve

FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
Table 5 Test results

The ultimate purpose of this finite element modelling is to
recreate mathematically the behaviour of structures and
components. It is also used for obtaining the deflections
occurred in any structure under any loading conditions. The
results obtained can then be compared with the Experimental
values.

Load –Deflection relationship
The deformation and load carrying capacity of GFRP box for
Fig 3 Load Vs Deflection curve

Fig 6 STIFFNESS RATIO

Fig 1 Beam specification details

PRE-PROCESSING

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The beam were simply supported over an effective
span of 1000mm and the loads were applied vertically as two
point static loading ,at the middle third position of the beam,
vertical displacement and strains were monitored throughout
the test. The displacements were measured at mid-span using
LVDT and strain was measured by a DEMEC (detachable
mechanical gauge) with gauge points. The beams were loaded
using hydraulic jack. The load was measured by means of
load cell. The load was applied at an increment of 10 KN, for
each load interval the deflections were measured. The 50T
capacity testing frame was used for testing of beams.
various thickness is found experimentally. The load carrying
capacity increases with increase in thickness of GFRP box
and the deflection gets decreases with increase in thickness.
So the deflection level considerably less for higher thickness
and the load carrying capacity will be higher for increased
thickness.
LOAD –STRAIN BEHAVIOUR

FAILURE PATTERN
Fig 7 Deformed Shape of box beam

Fig 4 compares the load – strain relationships for various
beam specimen. It is seen that the GFRP box having higher
thickness withstand more strain compared to box beam having
minimum thickness with increasing load.

Define the element type, Real constants, Material models of
the concrete model.
Element type
SOLID 65 allows the presence of four different materials
within each element, one matrix material (e.g
concrete).Concrete material is capable of directional
integration point cracking and crushing besides incorporating
plastic and creep behaviour. Shell 181 is used for concrete
filled box beam. Concrete material is assumed to be initially
isotropic. GFRP material having orthotropic nature. Element
is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at
each node: translations in the nodal x-,y-,and z- directions.
Special features of SOLID 65 are : Plasticity, Creep,
Cracking, Crushing, Large deflection and Large Strain.
Real constants
Real Constant Set 1 is used for the Solid 65 element. Real
constant set 2 is used for the shell element for that the
thickness of box such as 3mm,4mm,5mm and 6mm.
Material model
Two material models were given : material 1 for concrete and
material 2 for box element, under linear isotropic and
orthotropic material definition.
Table 6 Details of specimen

Fig 4 Load vs Strain Curve

Fig 8 Crushed infilled concrete at ultimate load
FIG 2 EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP

5. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULT
The following are the result obtained during experiment. The
result are as follows :

Modelling
The model was created using key points, lines. Then
it is extruded to get the volume. The length of the beam is
taken as 1200 mm. No additional reinforcement is used in the
sections.
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Fig 13 Deformed + Undeformed Solution

Fig 17 Nodal Solution of the beam

6. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The load versus deflection behavior of typical concrete filled
GFRP Box beam sections is given in Figures 21 and
22,respectively. It can be seen that the total deformation at
any given load for all concrete filled sections is lesser because
of the increase in stiffness due to the infill. In all cases as the
grade of concrete increases, more improved performance
against deformation is seen. The deformation capacity of the
analyzed specimens was significantly plotted. The load
carrying capacity of the specimen having increased grade
having increased thickness is significantly increased. The
deflection is higher for beam having minimum thickness
similarly beam with high grade will having minimum
deflection level than beam having less grade of concrete will
deflect more.

Fi
g 9 Box Beam model
Meshing
For Solid 65 element the mesh was set up such that square or
rectangular elements were created. The beam was meshed by
both line and volume mesh.

Fig 14 Nodal Solution

Fig 18 Element Solution of the
beam

Fig 21 Load Vs Deflection Curve For 3mm thickness

Fig 15 Vector Solution
Fig 10 Box Beam after meshing
Boundary conditions and loads
Displacement boundary conditions are needed to
constrain the model to get a unique solution .To ensure that
the model acts the same way as the experimental beam,
boundary conditions need to be applied at points of symmetry
and where the supports and loadings exist.

Fig 19 Shear stress of the beam
Fig 22 Load Vs Deflection Curve For 4mm thickness

Fig 16 Von Mises Stresses
Fig 20 Cracks & Crushing
Fig 11 Two point loading acting in Beam
Post – Processing
Fig 23 Load Vs Deflection Curve For 5mm Thickness

Fig 12 Displacement of beam
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7. CONCLUSION
Based on the experimental and analytical study, following

6. Thuc Phuong Vo, Jaehong Lee, “Flexural–torsional
behavior of thin-walled closed-section composite box
beams” Journal of Engineering Structures 29 (2007) 1774–
1782

conclusions were made:

Fig 24 Load Vs Deflection Curve For 6mm Thickness

The proposed finite element model shows the resistance to
deformation when concrete is used as infill material and the
deformation decreases when the grade of concrete and
thickness of box beam increases. The Concrete filled GFRP
box beam with 6mm thickness shows good response against
deformation. The load carrying capacity of box beam is
increased 3 times when compared to normal conventional
concrete. Increasing the grade of concrete will increase the
moment carrying capacity as well as having increased
stiffness up to 70 %.The stiffness of the concrete filled GFRP
box is nearly 4 to 7.5 times of conventional beam.The beam
having 6mm thickness showed higher stiffness ratio of
2.21%.The reduction in deflection of 6mm thick concrete
filled GFRP box section is about 58% when compared to
conventional beam. Deflections and stresses at the two point
of the beam along with initial and progressive cracking of the
finite element model compare well to experimental data
obtained from concrete filled GFRP box beams.The failure
mechanism of Concrete filled GFRP box beam is modelled
quite well using FEA, and the failure load is very close to the
failure load measured during experimental testing.
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Experimental and Analytical Study on Flexural Behavior
Of Curved Beams

Table 2 . Properties of Cement

Sl.

Tests

Results

1

Specific gravity

2.72

2

Fineness modulus

2.67

3

Bulk density

1806 kg/m3

4

Water absorption

1.1%

No
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Abstract: This paper involves an experimental investigation on the flexural behaviour of curved beams and comparison of its results
with conventional beams. Curved beams of size 1200 x 150 x 100 mm with varying initial curvature as 4000mm, 2000mm and the
concrete strength as M40 is considered. Various reinforcement are provided in the curved beams to predict which reinforcement detail
would give more resistant over maximum loading. The material properties of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and the
compressive strength of concrete cube were found out. A total of 12 specimens of curved beams were casted with various combination
of reinforcement along with three control specimens. The beams are tested under two point loading both horizontally and vertically.
The deflection and maximum moment carrying capacity are investigated to understand its strength. Also analytical modelling is done
to determine the ultimate moment carrying capacity using Finite Element Software ABAQUS to compare with the experimental
model.
Keywords: Curved beams, ABAQUS.

1. INTRODUCTION
A beam in which the neutral axis in the unloaded condition is
curved instead of straight or if the beam is originally curved
before applying the bending moment, are termed as “Curved
Beams”. The beam theory can also be applied to curved
beams allowing the stress to be determined for shapes
including crane hooks and rings. When the cross section are
small compared to the radius of curvature of the longitudinal
axis the bending theory can be relatively accurate. When this
is not the case even using the modified BernoulliEuler only
provides approximate solutions.
One of the assumptions of the development of the beam
bending relations is that all longitudinal elements of the beam
have the same length, thus restricting the theory to initially
straight beams of constant cross section. Although
considerable deviations from this restriction can be tolerated
in real problems, when the initial curvature of the beams
becomes significant, the linear variations of strain over the
cross section is no longer valid, even though the assumption
of plane cross sections remaining plane is valid. Horizontally
curved beams are frequently used in construction of bridges,
Interchange facilities and balconies, because of the constraints
in existing land use. The curved beam is a unique problem,
which has drawn the attention of various investigators who
have tried to solve it by different techniques including finite
element. As a result, a number of curved beam elements have
been developed. (1)

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
This paper deals with the flexural behaviour of curved beams
of various reinforcement details. To study the behaviour, 12
curved beams of length 1200 mm, width 150mm and depth
100mm having various initial curvature as 4000mm and
2000mm was casted using M40 grade of concrete. Concrete
cube specimen of size 150mmx 150mm was casted to study
the compressive strength of concrete. After 28 days curing,

www.ijsea.com

flexural two point load would be applied on the curved beams
with suitable support condition. The experimental results of
beams would predict the deflection, ultimate moment
capacity, and gives the result that which reinforcement detail
would give more resistant over torsional moment and control
the diagonal tension cracks due to torsion

2.1.3. Course Aggregate: Course aggregate used in
this study consist of crushed stone of size 20mm. Laboratory
tests were conducted on course aggregate to determine the
different physical properties as per IS: 383-1970. The test
results are shown in the table 3.

Table 3: Course aggregate Properties
Sl.

Tests

Results

1

Specific gravity

2.67

2

Fineness modulus

2.67

3

Water absorption

0.6%

No

2.1.MATERIALS USED
2.1.1 Cement: Ordinary Portland cement of (53 grade
cement) confirming to IS: 81121989 is used. The properties of
cement are given in the below Table 1.

2.1.4 Superplasticizers: Conplast SP430 is based on
Sulphonated

2.1.2 Fine Aggregate: Natural river sand of size below

brown liquid instantly dispersible in water, having specific

4.75mm confirming to zone II of IS 383-1970 is used as fine
aggregate. Laboratory tests were conducted for fine aggregate
to determine the physical properties as per IS: 2368 (part III).
The test results are shown in Table 1.

gravity of 1.220 to 1.225@ 30oC

Sl.

Tests

2.1.5 Reinforcements:

High

Yield

mix ratio for M40 grade

Strength

Diameter was used for the study. 8mm, 10mm, 12mm
were

Results

According to IS 10262 –2009

is 1 : 2.56 : 3.26 : 0.4

Deformed Steel Bars of 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm

Table 1.Test Results

Fig .1 Reinforcement details

Naphthalene Polymer and supplied as

used

as longitudinal reinforcement and

2.4 REINFORCEMENT
The diameter of main reinforcement are 8mm,
10mm, 12mm and the lateral ties are 6mm. The
lateral ties are spaced at a distance of 125 mm.

6mm bars were used for lateral ties.

No
1

Specific gravity

2

Initial setting time

80 minutes

3.15

3
4

Final setting time
28days compressive strength

453 minutes
45.33/mm2

2.5 CASTING OF SPECIMENS
2.3 MIX PROPORTION
Design

of

concrete

mixes

involves

determination of the proportions of the given constituents
namely, Cement, Water, Coarse aggregate and Fine aggregate
with admixtures if any. Workability is specified as the
important property of concrete in the fresh state. For hardened

A total of 12 curved beams and 3 conventional
beams of various reinforcement are casted. The
concrete is poured inside the curved beam mould
and by proper compaction the beam is casted. The
cube was cased for finding the compressive
strength of concrete

state compressive strength and durability will be considered.
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2.7 Test for Curved Beams

2.8 Experimental Results

For the purpose of investigating the flexural behaviour of
curved beams, a two point loading beam test was carried out
for each specimen. This beam test provided a pure flexural
zone in the presence of shear. The specimen was placed in the
Universal Testing Machine in such a manner that the load was
applied to the uppermost surface of the specimen. The load
was applied without shock and increased continuously and the
corresponding deflection was taken until the specimen reaches
the ultimate load. The compression tests were conducted on
companion concrete cubes on the same day and the average
compressive strength was recorded

1. Compressive Strength

Fig.4 Casting of specimens

2.6 Testing Of Specimens
The cubes were tested in hydraulic compression testing
machine. The cubes were tested on the same date of testing of
their
corresponding
beams. The
experimental
values of cubes tested after 7days, 14days and 28 days.
Fig. 9 Compressive strength of curved beams of initial
curvature R=4000mm

Fig .6 Diagrammatic Loading setup

Fig .2 Curved Beam Mould

Fig. 5 Testing of concrete cubes

Table. 4 Compressive strength of cubes

Fig .10 Compressive strength of curved beams of initial
curvature R=2000mm
Fig .7 Dial Gauges setup

Fig 3: Superplasticizers

Fig. 11 Comparison of curved and conventional beams
Fig .8 Beam after Loading
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3.

Deflection for R=4000mm (8mm, 12mm)

2.

Deflection for R=4000mm (10mm, 12mm)

3.

Deflection for R=4000mm (8mm, 12mm)

Fig .13 Modelling of beam&
Reinforcement steel

Fig .12 Maximum deflection of curved beams

B) Curved beams (R=2000 mm) for vertical loading

3.FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
FEM ABAQUS/standard software was used in this
study. ABAQUS is highly sophisticated, general
purpose finite element program designed primarily to
model the behaviour of solids and structures under
externally applied loading. A complete Abaqus analysis
usually consists of three distinct stages: preprocessing,
simulation and post processing. These three stages are
linked together by files as shown below:

1.

Deflection for R=2000 mm (8mm, 10mm)

Fig 14. Loading of beam&
Meshing of beam
Two types of loading conditions were analysed in the
analytical study to determine under which loading the beam is
more resistant. They are vertical and horizontal loading. They
were described in the figure below.

D) Curved beams (R=2000 mm) for Horizontal loading

2.

Deflection for R=2000mm (10mm, 12mm)

3.

Deflection for R=2000mm (8mm, 12mm)

1.

Deflection for R=2000 mm (8mm, 10mm)

2.

Deflection for R=2000mm (10mm, 12mm)

3.

Deflection for R=2000mm (8mm, 12mm)

Fig 15. Horizontal and Vertical

The model’s details (geometry and properties of materials)
were same as experimental specimen. Solid element types
(C3DR8) were adopted to represent the concrete material,
whereas the steel bars were represented by using
threedimensional truss elements (T3D2). All the beams were
simply supported, and the load was applied automatically with
the values that are obtained from experimental results. The
bonding between the steel and concrete was assumed to be
perfect and represented in ABAQUS using an interaction
element.

Analytical results
A) Curved beams (R=4000 mm) for vertical loading

1.

Deflection for R=4000 mm (8mm, 10mm)

C) Curved beams (R=4000 mm) for Horizontal loading

1.
2.
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Deflection for R=4000 mm (8mm, 10mm)

Deflection for R=4000mm (10mm, 12mm)
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In curved beams, the horizontal loading
condition is recommended rather than vertical
due to minimum deflection.
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Among the two loading condition, the horizontal loading
condition gives out minimum deflection compared to
vertical loading condition in various reinforcement
combinations. So horizontal condition is recommended
in curved beams.

•

The ultimate strength of the curved beam is

The sectional area can be reduced by using the
curved beams with improved capacity.
In a curved beam with a small curvature, the
ultimate strength becomes large and for the
curved beam with large curvature, the ultimate
strength becomes small.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A task scheduling is the mapping of tasks to a selected
group of resources which may be distributed in multiple
administrative domains. A scheduling problem is specified
by a set of machines, a set of jobs/operations, optimality
criteria, environmental specifications, and by other
constraints[1]. Given an application modeled by the Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG), the scheduling problem deals with
mapping each task of the application onto the available
heterogeneous systems in order to minimize makespan [2].
DAG includes the characteristics of an application program
such as the execution time of tasks, the data size to
communicate between tasks and task dependencies. The task
scheduling problem has been solved several years ago and is
known to be NP-complete [3,4]. In general, task scheduling
algorithm for heterogeneous systems is classified into two
classes: static and dynamic [5]. In static scheduling
algorithms, all information needed for scheduling must be
known in advance [6]. Static task scheduling takes place
during compile time before running the parallel application. In
contrast, scheduling decisions in dynamic scheduling
algorithms are made at run time.
The task scheduling problem is the process of assigning a set
of v tasks in a DAG to a set of q computing nodes, which have
diverse characteristics, without violating the precedence
constraints. Before scheduling, the priority of execution of
tasks is calculated based on the upward ranking methodology
[4].The tasks are sorted in the decreasing order of the upward
rank value. The highest priority task (with high rank value),
has the highest scheduling priority. If more than one task has
equal upward rank value, the scheduling priority of the task is
decided randomly.
In this paper, the schedule length of the given DAG
application, namely makespan, is the largest finish time
among all tasks, which is the actual finish time of the exit
task,
.The objective of the task scheduling problem is to
minimise the makespan (fitness), without violating the

suspected to increase by 10-15% over the
conventional rectangular straight beam.

•
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

4. CONCLUSION
•

Abstract: Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) is a new evolutionary algorithm for global optimization that was introduced in
2008. BBO is an application of biogeography to evolutionary algorithms. Biogeography is the study of the distribution of biodiversity
over space and time. It aims to analyze where organisms live, and in what abundance. BBO has certain features in common with other
population-based optimization methods. Like GA and PSO, BBO can share information between solutions. This makes BBO
applicable to many of the same types of problems that GA and PSO are used for, including unimodal, multimodal and deceptive
functions. This paper explains the methodology of application of BBO algorithm for the constrained task scheduling problems.
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precedence constraints of the tasks. The objective function is
defined in Equation (1) [4].
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where
( ) is the earliest time at which the
computing node
is ready for the task execution and
( ) is the time when all data needed by
has
arrived at the computing node , defined in the Equation (4)
[4].
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( ) is the set of predecessor tasks of the task

.

3. BIOGEOGRAPHY BASED
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Biogeography describes how species migrate from one
island to another, how new species arise and how
species become extinct. An island is any habitat that is
geographically isolated from other habitats. Geographical
areas that are well suited as residences for biological
species are said to have a high Habitat Suitability Index
(HSI). The variables that characterize habitability are
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called Suitability Index Variables (SIVs). SIVs can be
considered as the independent variables of the habitat,
and HSI can be calculated using these variables. Habitats
with a high HSI tend to have large number of species,
while those with a low HSI have a small number of
species. Habitats with a high HSI have many species that
migrate to nearby habitats, simply by virtue of the large
number of species that they host. Migration of some species
from one habitat to other habitat is known as emigration
process. When some species enter into one habitat from any
other outside habitat, it is known as immigration process[
7]. The pseudo code for BBO algorithm is illustrated in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Biogeography Based Optimization
Algorithm

second element of the array denotes the second job (n2) which
is assigned to the computing node 1, and so on.
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Fig. 1. (a) Solution Representation (b) Solution for the
problem of 13 tasks and 3 computing nodes (c) Mapping of
tasks with computing nodes for the solution given in (b)

Initialize the BBO parameters
Create a random set of habitats (population)
H1,H2,……..,Hn.
Compute HSI values;

4.2 Initial solution generation

While the halting criterion is not satisfied do
Compute immigration rate λ and emigration rate μ
for each habitat based on HSI;
For each habitat (solution)
For each SIV (solution feature)

Numerous methods have been proposed to generate the initial
solution when applying meta heuristics to the scheduling
problem in the heterogeneous environment[9,10]. Random
solution may also be generated to initiate the process.

4.3 Computational experiments
i

Select habitat Hi with probability
If Hi is selected then
Select Hj with probability
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j

If Hj is selected then
Hi(SIV)
Hj(SIV)
End if
End if
Select Hi(SIV) based on mutation
probability mi;
If Hi(SIV) is selected then
Replace Hi(SIV) with a randomly
generated SIV;
End if
Next for
Recompute HSI values;
Next for
End while

To illustrate, a small scale DAG scheduling problem
involving 3 nodes and 10 tasks is considered (Fig 2) with the
computation cost matrix given in Table 1.The upward rank
and the order of the tasks for execution are given in Table 2
and 3 respectively. BBO algorithm was executed with the
following parameters. Habitat size-15, Habitat Modification
Probability-1,Immigration probability bounds per gene-[01],Step size for numerical Integration-0.2,Maximum
immigration and emigration rate for each island-1,Mutation
probability-0.005, Number of iterations- 50. The makespan
value obtained for the example problem is found to be 73.

rise to the development of scheduling algorithms using other
meta heuristic methods.
Task
id

P1

P2

P3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
the tasks

14
13
11
13
12
13
7
5
18
21

16
19
13
8
13
16
15
11
12
7

9
18
19
17
10
9
11
14
20
16

Task id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF BBO
ALGORITHM FOR SCHEDULING
DEPENDENT TASKS

4.1 Solution representation
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5. CONCLUSION
The methodology of implementation of BBO algorithm for
the constrained dependent task scheduling problem had been
discussed. The methodology adopted for this algorithm gives
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improvement and less time to market in contrast to the
traditional manufacturing system. The agile manufacturing
system focusing in the integration of design and
manufacturing and every aspect of manufacturing under one
roof.

Agile Manufacturing - An Overview
Manivelmuralidaran. V
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kumaraguru College of Technology,
Coimbatore-641049, India
Abstract: Smaller lot sizes, shorter times to market, and lower manufacturing costs are typical requirements of a modern
manufacturing facility. Under such constraints, agile manufacturing systems are desirable. Agile manufacturing uses technology,
organizational approaches, systems and people in a manufacturing concept which truly belongs to the 21st century and which
transcends existing methodology to facilitate ability of the organization to react to rapid change and respond to an increasingly
unpredictable marketplace. Agile manufacturing can produce what customers want, when and exactly how they want it, at a costeffective price. The main aim of this paper is to presents the various possible research domains in the development of agile
manufacturing era. The objective of this paper is to brief an overall idea and research needs of agile manufacturing with the focus of
current fluctuations in the market scenario.
Keywords Agile Manufacturing, Lean manufacturing, Manufacturing Engineering, Production planning and control

1. INTRODUCTION
World-class performance is a moving target that requires
constant attention, effort and the process is a never ending
journey. In the past, economies of scale ruled the
manufacturing world and everybody knew that mass
production and full utilization of plant capacity was the way
to make money. This style of manufacturing resulted in
inflexible plants that could not be easily reconfigured, and
were associated with swollen raw materials, work-in-process
and finished goods inventories. For the elimination of excess
inventory, shortened lead-times, requirement of flexibility in
the flow lines and to enhance the advanced levels of quality in
both products and customer service, industry analysts have
popularized the terms `world-class manufacturing’ and agile
manufacturing.

2. AGILE MANUFACTURING
Facing the competitive market, industrial manufacturers are
hard pressed to adopt novel strategies and technologies to
enhance product quality, to cut manufacturing cost and to
reduce product lead time. Agile Manufacturing is primarily a
business concept. Its aim is quite simple - to put our
enterprises way out in front of our primary competitors. In
Agile Manufacturing, our aim is to combine our organization,
people and technology into an integrated and coordinated
whole. Agile manufacturing can be defined as the capability
to survive and prosper in a competitive environment of
continuous and unpredictable change by reacting quickly and
effectively to changing markets, driven by customer-designed
products and services.
The concept of agility refers to a business model which
makes an organization immune to damage caused by
unpredictable events and changing circumstances. This is
achieved by the organization being able to react and adapt
rapidly [5]. The coming surprises of the future will not make
an agile enterprise vulnerable because that enterprise will
have already put in place a set of business practices,
organization-wide culture changes and technology which will
allow it to be prepared for any change in circumstances,
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market forces or customer needs. Agile Manufacturing is a
combination of speed and flexibility that is difficult to achieve
because it requires radical changes to traditional thinking.
The concept of Agile Manufacturing is built around the
synthesis of a number of enterprises that each have some core
skills or competencies which they bring to a joint venturing
operation, which is based on using each partner’s facilities
and resources [7]. Central to the ability to form these joint
ventures is the deployment of advanced information
technologies and the development of highly nimble
organizational structures to support highly skilled,
knowledgeable and empowered people. Agile Manufacturing
builds on what is good in lean manufacturing and uses what
can be adapted to western cultures, but it also adds the power
of the individual and the opportunities afforded by new
technologies.
Agile Manufacturing enterprises will be capable of rapidly
responding to changes in customer demand. They will be able
to take advantage of the windows of opportunities that, from
time to time, appear in the market place. With Agile
Manufacturing it is possible to develop new ways of
interacting with customers and suppliers. The customers will
not only be able to gain access to the products and services,
but will also be able to easily assess and exploit the
competencies, so enabling them to use these competencies to
achieve the things that they are seeking.
The goal of this paper is to review several different aspects
of agile manufacturing (AM) and to identify key aspects of
agile manufacturing and outlook for the future of agile
manufacturing technologies.

2.1 Comparison of Agile manufacturing
and other manufacturing methods:
In traditional manufacturing system the long cycle time is
with the high inventory which causes delay in the goods
delivery. The problem here is the lack of strategy and no
employee involvement and financial secrecy and record
inaccuracy. In the context of world class manufacturing the
advantages are long term profitability, productivity
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In Contrast to the traditional manufacturing strategy, the agile
manufacturing concentrates on the customer enrichment,
competitiveness through co-operation and this could be
achieved by integration of the people, information and
technology on a same roof. This could also be achieved by
highly educated and trained workforce. Enhancing the
competitiveness among the competitors and built the
cooperation from all the enterprises and thus influence the
knowledge sharing and sharing the technological innovations.

2.2 Needs of agile manufacturing system
The key to agility however, lies in several places. An agile
enterprise needs highly skilled and knowledgeable people
who are flexible, motivated and responsive to change. An
agile enterprise also needs new forms of organizational
structures which engender non-hierarchical management
styles and also stimulate and support individuals as well as
cooperation and team working. Agile manufacturing
enterprises also need advanced computer based technologies
to integrate information and to share the knowledge base [2].
To achieve Agile Manufacturing, enterprises will have to
bring together a wide range of knowledge in the design of a
manufacturing system that encompass suppliers, customers. It
should also addresses all dimensions of the system including
organisation, people, technology, management accounting
practices, etc. Most importantly the inter-related nature of all
these areas needs to be recognised and an interdisciplinary
manufacturing systems design method adopted as standard
practice[3]. This means going beyond the multidisciplinary
approaches that are currently being adopted and looking at
areas between professions.

2.3 Challenges of Agile manufacturing
Interdisciplinary design will form the basis of designing Agile
Manufacturing systems in the new knowledge intensive era.
Interdisciplinary design however, means more than just
applying knowledge from other domains, such as psychology
and organisational science, to the design of Agile
Manufacturing systems. It also implies looking into the
unexplored areas between these disciplines and the areas
where they overlap, to find a new insights, new knowledge,
new and original solutions. This is one of the most important
challenges that managers and system designers and integrators
will face in the years ahead. The interdisciplinary design leads
us to new approaches and new ways of working and of
thinking [4]. However, to successfully adopt an
interdisciplinary design method, we also need to:



Challenge the present design strategies and develop
new and better approaches;



Question the established and cherished beliefs and
theories, and develop new ones to replace those that
no longer have any validity;



Consider how to address organisation, people and
technology, and other issues in the design of
manufacturing systems, so that the systems can
achieve the better performance for the agile
manufacturing environment and for the people who
form a part of this system.
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Make use of the innovative technology in a way that
makes human skill, knowledge, and intelligence
more effective and productive which allows
industries to tap into the creativity and talent of all
people in an enterprise.

The challenges that face with respect to all these issues are
enormous. In the world of manufacturing the challenges and
problems are very complex. There are a massive number of
interconnections between the various components and
elements. A manufacturing enterprise is so complex that, in
the past, it has been impossible to cope with it as a whole, and
it has been necessary to reduce it into manageable areas which
have tended to be examined separately.

2.4 Agile Manufacturing world wide
scenario
The Agile Manufacturing Enterprise Forum (AMEF) at the
Iacocca Institute of Lehigh University was created to
disseminate the ideas of agile manufacturing and to increase
the pace and scope of the transition to an agile manufacturing
industry. The Agile Manufacturing Initiative aims to develop,
demonstrate, and evaluate the advanced design,
manufacturing and business transaction processes in the agile
environment. The Concurrent Technologies Corp. (CTC) is
developing an agile manufacturing testbed to provide
Department of Defense (DoD) with increased weapon system
readiness and added system mobility. The Agile Aerospace
Manufacturing Research Center (AAMRC) at the University
of Texas at Arlington is conducting research on agile business
practices, business process identification and characterization,
and enabling technologies. The Manufacturing Research,
Education and Outreach Program at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign is developing computer integrated
manufacturing and machine tool systems. The Electronic
Agile Manufacturing Research Institute (EAMRI) at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) is focusing on
electronics product realization in distributed manufacturing
environments using improved information infrastructures and
architectures.
Agile manufacturing makes use of modern information
technology to form virtual enterprises, which agilely respond
to the changing market demands. A virtual enterprise,
different from a traditional enterprise, is constructed by
partners from different companies, who collaborate with each
other to design and manufacture high quality and customized
products. It is product-oriented, team-collaboration styled, and
featured as fast and flexible. Frequent and dynamic
interactions among partners in agile manufacturing enterprises
entail the crucial role of an Agile Manufacturing Information
System (AMIS). It is up to the AMIS to provide partners with
integrated and consistent information, as well as to manage
partner transactions accessing the information.

2.5 Transition to Agile Manufacturing
All the relevant dimensions of Agile Manufacturing, such as
organisation, people, technology, management accounting,
etc. are however, all written in different books and taught by
different people.
To make the transition to Agile
Manufacturing we need to:



Examine and define the underlying conceptual
framework on which Agile Manufacturing
enterprises will be built.



Explore and understand the nature of the mass
production paradigm and the nature of the cultural
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and methodological difficulties involved in the
transition to Agile Manufacturing.



Define a methodology for designing a 21st century
manufacturing enterprise.

The agile manufacturing is based on a systems perspective of
technology, organisation and people, tied to clear business
vision and goals. This will help the researchers to understand
the full complexity of designing a 21st century manufacturing
enterprise that is agile manufacturing system.

2.6 Characteristics
Manufacturing

of

Agile

The characteristics of agile manufacturing are at the strategic
level where strategic dimensions of agile manufacturing are
identified as follows: 1. Enriching the customer - an agile
company is one that is perceived by its customers as enriching
them in a significant way, not only itself
2. Cooperating to enhance competitiveness - cooperation
internally and with other companies is an agile competitor's
operational strategy of first choice 3. Organizing to master
change and uncertainty - an agile company is organized in
such a way as to allow it to thrive on change and uncertainty,
its structure is flexible enough to allow rapid configuration of
human and physical resources; 4. Leveraging the impact of
people and information - an agile company's management
nurtures an entrepreneurial company culture that leverages the
impact of people and information on operations. From these
strategic dimensions of agility, one can move to consider the
tactical and technological dimensions. In this effort, the
AMRIs are concerned with research and development efforts
to better understand the enabling technologies for agile
manufacturing.
The benefits of Agile Manufacturing are Short time-tomarket, fast new product development, Short/fast order
processing, Low volumes, Low quantities, High product mix,
Configurable components, Fast supplier deliveries, Short lead
times, Short cycle times, Highly flexible and responsive
processes, Highly flexible machines and equipment, Use of
advanced CAD/CAM, Quick changeover, Empowered
employees.

3.
POTENTIAL
PROSPECTS
IN
MANUFACTURING

RESEARCH
AGILE

There are lot of issues are related with the manufacturing and
production in agile manufacturing environment. Some of the
potential area are Product and manufacturing systems design,
Process planning [5], Production planning scheduling and
control, Facilities design, Facilities location, Material
handling and storage systems, Integrated information systems,
Information systems designed for supporting specific areas of
Information exchange, Supply chain Strategies, Partner
selection [4,6], Human factors.

3.1 Human
Manufacturing

Factors

in

Agile

In manufacturing we have tended to treat organisation, people
and technology issues independently, and for the most part
this division of knowledge has worked well in the past. In a
report of Human Factors in Agile Manufacturing by Chris
Forsythe at Sandia National Laboratories pointed out that
Agile manufacturing will precede, by raising human factors
issues and applying the knowledge and skills gained from
other domains [1]. There is an opportunity for human factors
to assume an important role positively influencing the future
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of agile manufacturing. Still Agile manufacturing poses many
questions best answered by human factors. Our willingness, as
a researcher is to address these questions and enhance the
agile manufacturing environment.

3.2 Production planning, scheduling and
control
Production planning, scheduling and control is concerned with
manufacturing the right product types, in the right quantities,
at the right time, at minimum cost and meeting quality
standards. Production planning, scheduling and control are the
heart of manufacturing firms [7]. He and Kusiak (1996)
developed two models for production planning and scheduling
in a virtual corporation[7]. This paper considers that every
virtual corporation is formed by a number of manufacturing
companies (manufacturing centres) and assembly companies
(assembly centres). The first model allocates products to the
assembly centres so that the total average set-up and inventory
cost is minimized. The model is solved with an efficient
heuristic algorithm. The second model deals with scheduling
the manufacturing centres. In this paper, the authors assume
that each firm has a direct production capability (each one can
produce di. erent products). Additionally, they assume that
partners are manufacturing centres or assembly centres, but
not both.
Don-Taylor (1996) introduces the Design for Global
Manufacturing and Assembly (DFGMA) as a tool to assist
designers in making optimal sourcing, capital procurement,
and market timing decisions in a multi-facility, global
environment. More specifically, DFGMA is a mathematical
tool that enables production planners optimally to introduce a
new product into a suitable production line. The first of the
new product with the existing mix is considered and the
dynamic nature of the product mix is also considered [2].
DFGMA can also be used as a tool for performing sensitivity
analysis for various costs, productivity levels, product
configuration, mix assumptions at each facility, or analysis of
parameters of interest to design, marketing and
manufacturing. The mathematical model was formulated as a
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) where the objective
function specifies the minimization of all costs associated
with the design, manufacture, inventory, transportation,
logistics, set-up, tooling and capital procurement, to support
the introduction of a new product. Six different types of
constraints were included in the model. The LINDO software
package was used to solve the model. Further work can be
done in evaluating the use of the DFGMA model for
concurrent sourcing decisions of multiple new products to
sites characterized by various existing mixes. In addition
DFGMA should be tested in situations with more explicit
model market timing issues. Another area of research interest
is the applicability and evaluation in a real system.
Sarmiento et al. (1999) reviewed recent work in the area of
integrated analysis on systems that explicitly consider
logistics (transportation systems) integrated into other
functions in production, and also they identified areas where
further research is needed. In addition, the authors were
interested in identifying work done at the strategic or tactical
level [8]. Among the conclusions, the authors’ state that the
integration of the logistics function into the analysis of
previously isolated production is also an important criteria.

and to schedule the production based on the capabilities of
each one of them [8]. They remark that it is important to have
an integrated production planning, scheduling and control
system. Still lot more areas are to be research for the agile
manufacturing environment.
Another important aspect of agile manufacturing is the focus
towards the customer feedback and replies. Though less
amount of paper work has been done in this aspect and lot
more have to be explored to enhance the quick response to the
customer feedback. So it is essential to plot a road map to the
processes and to speed up the procedure to quickly response
to the customer needs. The research in this direction is very
limited and this could be taken as a starting point for the
exploration of agile manufacturing environment.
The key points to understand in the agile manufacturing are it
is a strategy aimed at developing capabilities (the enterprise
platform) to prosper in the 21st century. In this respect it is
similar to a manufacturing strategy in that it should support
business and marketing strategies. However, these strategies
also need to be modified to take advantage of agile
manufacturing capabilities. As a strategy, agile manufacturing
is concerned with objectives, structures, processes and
resources and not with individual point solutions, particular
technologies, methods, etc. considered in isolation [9]. The
emphasis is on designing the enterprise as a whole so that
certain characteristics are achieved and not on the piecemeal
adoption of quick fixes, prescriptions and panaceas. Agile
manufacturing may require some current best practices, lean
production concepts, technologies and taken-for-granted
assumptions to be re-evaluated, modified or even abandoned.
In the same way that mass-production marginalised many
craft-based firms, agile manufacturing is likely to marginalise
many mass production firms, even those with lean production
enhancements. One of the biggest problems to overcome is
the misunderstandings that lean and agile are synonymous.
They are not, although most of what is portrayed as agile is in
fact lean.
There is a need to view the agile manufacturing concept into
the service industries and a quality management system
should be formulated for assurance of quality in agile
manufacturing enterprise and a well cost accounting method is
to be established and designed to measure the cost of a
product and decide about the product mix in the agile
manufacturing environment[3].

4.

CONCLUSION

Agility as a subject is still a developing area. Companies are
starting to move towards agile behavior, often not in a
planned way, more usually they "fall into it" and as a result it
tends to be operational and lacks strategic direction. As a first
step, companies need to understand the basic ideas and
become intelligent respondents to the concepts. Agility is a
long term issue for businesses and achieving agility is a

journey, not an objective to be attained before moving on to
something else. The implementation of agility is still very
much a frontier activity, involving radically new concepts
concerning strategies, organisation, people and technologies.
It takes businesses into a domain where fundamental and
taken for granted assumptions are challenged. Agility is a
paradigm shift and before one can move forwards one has to
understand the existing paradigm and to face up to the often
painful task of accepting that current practices and beliefs are
no longer appropriate or relevant.
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L. M. Sanchez et al. work has the potential of providing
significant benefits to companies, in the form of cost savings
and efficiency improvement. One problem encountered in
forming a virtual corporation is to assign tasks to each partner
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